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Abstract
The purpose of this qualitative study was to explore teachers' reflections on Multiple
Intelligences theory and the processes they engage in when using the theory with
elementary-aged exceptional students. FOllr public school teachers took part in the study.
An introductory observation visit, semistructured in-depth interviews, field notes, and
teachers' own written reflections served as data sources. Content-analysis was applied to
review the data for thenles related to the research topic.
The findings indicated several benefits of using Multiple Intelligences. This tlleory
appeared to affect teachers' views of exceptionalleamers, directing the teachers' fOClIS to
the students' potentials. It also seemed to have value for assisting teachers in planning an
inclusive approacll, enhancing exceptional students' self-esteem, developing
nletacognition, and prolTIoting cognitive engagement. Finally, the findings suggest that
Multiple Intelligences has inlplications for teachers' professional development to reach a
more diverse range of students.
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CHAPTER ONE: THE RESEARCH PROBLEM
- - - --
Introduction
Assumptions educators hold concerning the educational world often have a
considerable effect on the way they teach and approach exceptionalleamers. Many
educators tend to view these students from the perspective of a deficit paradigm and in
doing so may limit their possibilities for growth. To increase the exceptional learners'
potential for success, it is likely more effective to approach them from the perspective of
a growth paradigm (Armstrong, 1994). Multiple Intelligences is an exanlple of a
blossoming theory which is rooted in the growth paradigm and may provide a key to
unlock hidden abilities in the exceptional learner. This study explored teachers'
perspectives on Multiple Intelligences and the pedagogical aspects they engage in as tlley
use the theory in their practice with elementary-aged exceptional students.
Background of the Problem
Various intelligence theories have broadened our understanding oft11e human mind.
They have served to expand our thinking with regard to the intellectual potentials of
human beings. These theories may also provide a new way of thinking about childrell's
learning problenls. They appear to have powerful implications for the teaching-Iea111ing
process (Gagne, Yekovich, & Yekovich, 1993).
As an elementary teacher, I recently became acquainted with one of these paliicular
theories, Multiple Intelligences. I have also begun to incorporate it into my teaching
practice. I felt that the theory assisted one's understanding of how exceptional childre11
learn and provided a solid basis for one's teaching practices that could help these students
experiellce more success in school.
2Statement of the Problem Situation
.. -.- - - - -
The uniqueness of each exceptional learner creates the need for educators to engage in
continuous critical and creative reflection, leading to practical actions in everyday
situations and relations with the exceptional learner. Teachers must discover new ways
of thinking about students' learning and find compatible instructional methods in order to
facilitate exceptional stlldents' intellectual growth.
Purpose of the Study
TIle purpose of this qualitative study was to explore teachers' reflections on Mliitiple
Intelligences theory and the processes they engage in when using the theory with
elementary-aged exceptional students. As a result of this study, I hoped to confirm my
theories and new aspects of my practice. I also meant to deepen my understanding of the
various pedagogical aspects teachers are engaged in when using Multiple Intelligences
with elementary-aged exceptional students. In doing so, I hoped to further develop and
extend illy theories. As well, tllis research was intended to awaken other professionals'
critical and creative reflection 011 Multiple Intelligences theory and the way in which they
teach exceptional students.
Questions to be Ans\vered and Objectives to be Investigated
In exploring the processes teachers engage in when applying Multiple Intelligences to
tlleir practice with elementary-aged exceptional students, the following questions served
to gllide this qualitative study:
What are teachers' perspectives on Multiple Intelligences theory?
How and why are these perspectives reflected in their teaching of exceptional
students?
Importance of th~__~~~~y _
Exceptional students are part of the daily reality of teaching which should cause
educators to critically and creatively reflect on how they can help these youngsters learn.
A review of the literature appeared to indicate that few empirical studies have been
conducted related to Multiple Intelligences and exceptional stlldents. Nevertheless, in
examining the literature, it was apparent that there certainly is merit in pursuing Multiple
Intelligences theory to enhance one's practice with exceptional students. Specifically,
using an interpretive approach to explore how and why teachers implement Multiple
Intelligences in their classroolll could illuminate our understanding of this theory.
Finally, such research could enrich the repertoire of teachers' methods intended to foster
intelligence in a broader conlll1unity of learners.
Scope and Limitations of the Study
In order to do justice to the topic of exploring teachers' use of Multiple Intelligences
with elementary-aged exceptional students, one would ideally ask teachers to keep
extensive journals to docu111ent their practices and students' responses over a 1- to 2-year
period. One would also observe them a number of times. However, the conceivable
large amounts of data and time constraints make a project of that nature difficult to carry
Ollt for the purpose it is intended.
In relying on one observation and two interviews for each teacher, as well as several
pages of teachers' own written reflections as data sources, this study was bound by the
understandable restraints of space and time. An interpretive approach served at best to
approxin1ate teachers' daily actions with exceptional students.
The research described in this study was meant to provide a glimpse into the topic of
teachers' use of Multiple Intelligences with elementary-aged exceptional students.
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4Outline of Subseque~~~_h_apters_
Chapter 2 examines various aspects of the literature relating to Multiple Intelligences
theory and exceptional students. Initially, extensive definitions are provided for both
concepts, followed by a review of the traditional classroom focus which is contrasted by
an examination of cognitive psychology and the growth paradigm. An empirical study is
scrutinized, and the premise for using Multiple Intelligences with exceptional students is
surveyed. Finally, some areas of caution are highlighted.
Cilapter 3 relates the methodology of the study. The research paradigm is discllssed,
and a rationale for and description of the design are given. Subsequently, the pilot study
and my role as a researcher are considered. Participants are briefly described, along \vith
the sampling strategy. In addition, data collection, recording, and analysis procedures are
outlined. Finally, an account of the criteria for the study is offered, as are tIle limitations.
Chapter 4 describes the research results. Based on the data analysis, emergent themes
are presented. Moreover, an interpretation of the data is provided, in which the voices of
the participants are valued. Summaries of each theme relate the subthemes that surfaced.
Chapter 5 provides a sunmlary of the study and focuses on tIle concilisions which illay
be drawn from the research findings. Educational implications and recommendations are
sllggested, as are implications for further research.
CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
-- --."
Organization of the Present Chapter
In discussing teachers' use of Multiple Intelligences with elementary-aged exceptional
students, a review of the literature pertaining to this topic appears to be a logical place to
start. This chapter is intended to provide an overview of some aspects found in the vast
and rapidly expanding body of writing related to the theory of Multiple Intelligences. III
addition, it discusses topics relevant to exceptional students. Finally, the potential
benefits and areas of caution are explored in applying tIle theory to one's practice in order
to reach more students.
Multiple Intelligences Theory
Multiple Intelligences theory was developed by the Harvard University psychologist
Howard Gardner and formally recognized in 1983. Its aim was to uncover and recognize
human potential. Gardner's (1983) theory challenged the conventional vie\v of
intelligence which, he contended, focused on linguistic and mathematical
accomplishments as predictors of success. Instead, Gardner (1993) proposed that
intelligence be viewed as "the ability to solve problenls, or to fashion products, that are
valued in one or more cultural or community settings" (p. 7). Based on a carefully
defined set of eight criteria, involving human development, brain researcll, and
psychonletric findings, Gardner identified seven distinct forms of intelligence; more
recently, he added the eighth (CIleckley, 1997; Gardner, 1995). Eac11 intelligence
consisted of "a set of abilities, talents, or mental skills" (Gardner, 1993, p. 15) tl1at all
individuals possess, some to a greater degree than others.
The eight forms of intelligence whicll Gardner identified included:
1. linguistic intelligence wllich is YOllr ability to use language to express yourself
and understand others, usually in tIle form of speaking, reading, writing, or
6debating; poets andjoumalists often have a great deal of this type ofintelligel1ce;
..... -~ ---:,."'-, -; .. -.-". -.-' - .- - -",.-.<-
2. logical-mathematical intelligence which displays itself when you show an
understanding of the underlying principles of a causal system; this is apparent
when you are good at math, logic, science, or philosophy;
3. spatial intelligence which demonstrates itself in your capacity to form a mental
image of what is, or what can be; artists, engineers, and sailors are often very
gifted witll spatial intelligence;
4. mllsical intelligence which reflects itself in your ability to think musically and to
recognize, remember, and perhaps nlanipulate musical patterns; Leonard
Bernstein and Mozart exhibited high levels of musical intelligence;
5. bodily-kinesthetic intelligence which reveals itself when you solve problems using
your whole body or parts of it (e.g., your hands); think of athletes, mechanics,
surgeons, and craftspeople;
6. interpersonal intelligence which en1phasizes the gift to communicate, understand,
and get along well with others; salesmen, teachers, and religiolls leaders are
people who often have a high degree of interpersonal intelligence;
7. intrapersonal intelligence which strives to understand one's "self' through
introspection and reflection; thus, it includes personal knowledge of one's other
intelligel1ces;
8. naturalist intelligence which is your ability to recognize, classify, and have a
sel1sitivity to things which are a part of nature; botanists, farmers, and chefs often
dravv from their naturalist intelligence (Checkley, 1997; Gardner, 1987; Gardner,
1993; Gardner, 1995; Tobias, 1994).
The Harvard scholar also considered a spiritual intelligence. However, evidence of its
existence in the nervous system, which was one of his criteria for identifying an
intelligence, remains obscure (Checkley, 1997; Gardner, 1995).
7Gardner (1987) suggested that we use Multiple In~e!l~gence~ the~ry to un~erstand the
eight intelligences we possess and use when we take in certain kinds of information or
content. He asserted that these intelligences were never used in total isolation; during our
daily activities, a number of them could be interacting together. In addition, Gardner
contended that intelligence was not something static, such as an I.Q. score is often
believed to be. Rather, one's intelligences had the potential to grow and expand
(Checkley, 1997; Gardner, 1987).
Experts maintained that in attempting to identify the various ways students were
intelligent, educators could help them understand what their strengths were and show
them how to use their natural abilities to learn and work on their weaker areas
(Arnlstrong, 1994; Checkley, 1997; Greenhawk, 1997). In doing so, Gardner (cited in
Checkley, 1997) proposed that students would experience more success, not only in
school, but hopefully also in the future when they entered the "real" world.
Exceptional Students
Ontario's Educational Amendment Act of 1980, also known as Bill 82, defined an
exceptional student as "one whose behavioural, communicational, intellectual, physical,
or multiple exceptionalities are such that he is considered to need a placement in a special
education program by a con1lllittee [1 :20, a]" (cited in Winzer, 1987, p. 94). This
definition included children with learning disabilities, emotionally disturbed children,
children with behavioural disorders, the educable mentally retarded and trainable retarded
children, gifted and talented children, children with hearing, language, speech, or visllal
impairments, alld children with physical handicaps, autism, or multiple handicaps
(Weber, 1993; Winzer, 1987).
From this wide realm of exceptionalleamers, I chose to limit my research by focusing
on students with learning disabilities, since these children were part of the typical student
population participant teachers were faced witll in their everyday classroom situations.
8The Ontario Ministry of Education, in Special Edl~c_a~ion H~ndb~ok, 198~"defmed
children with a learning disability in the following manner:
A learning disorder evident in both academic and social situations that
involves one or more of the processes necessary for the proper use of spoken language
or the symbols of communication, and that is characterized by a condition that:
(a) is not primarily the result of:
*impairment of vision;
*impairment of hearing;
*physical handicap;
*mental retardation;
*primary emotional disturbance;
*cultural difference;
(b) results in a significant discrepancy between academic achievement and
assessed intellectual ability, with deficits in one or more of the following:
*receptive language (listening, reading);
*language processing (tllinking, conceptualizing, integrating);
*expressive language (talking, spelling, writing);
*mathematical computations;
(c) may be associated with one or more conditions diagnosed as:
*a perceptual handicap;
*a brain injury;
*minimal brain dysfunction;
*dyslexia;
*developmental aphasia. (Weber, 1993, p. 154)
9The Traditional Classroom Focus
Traditionally, the focus of most classroom instruction emphasized linguistic and
logical-mathematical learning. Many educators' view of competence appeared to be
limited to these two abilities (Armstrong, 1988). Arnlstrong maintained that it was
obviolls that students whose intelligence strengths were in these areas would fare well.
However, he contended that because "learning different" (Armstrong, 1988, p. 34)
students experienced difficulties witil this approach, they were considered learning
disabled, while their dominant strengths beyond these areas were neglected. As a result,
they \vere often underachievers.
Cognitive Psychology
Cognitive psychology "attempts to lmderstand the nature ofhulllan intelligence and
how people think" (Anderson, 1985, p. 1). Within the educational context, cognitive
psychology can be defined as "the scientific study of mental events that take place in
learners and teachers during the schooling process" (Gagne, Yekovich, & Yekovich,
1993, p. 4). This science raised our awareness of how people solve problems and how
they leanl. Gagne et aI. (1993) postulated that SUCIl knowledge about human learning
processes assisted in explaining WIlY certain students are successful ill lealning and could
help teacllers alleviate or prevent failures. Therefore, they asserted tllat cognitive
psychology served to guide a teacher's thinking about learning. Nevertheless, Gagne et al.
(1993) maintained tllat although it provides a theoretical basis for teacher decision
lllaking, it does not pretend to have absolute allswers.
Gagne et al. (1993) asselied that cognitive tlleorists make use of various models to
shed light on questions regarding teaching and learning. These ll10dels are helpful, since
they provide "a way for thinking abollt. .. [teachulg and learning] that is tractable and
supported by empirical evidence" (Gagne et aI., 1993, p. 7).
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An example of one of these models is Stemberg~s {1 ~8~, 19_87) triarchic theory of
intelligence. In this theory, Sternberg proposed three types of intelligence, the
componential, experimental, and contextual, which every person has to a greater or lesser
degree. Each aspect involves a variety of cognitive processes relevant to specific
situations in everyday life:
1. The componential aspect reveals your ability to efficiently process and
analyze informatioll. Students who score high on standardized intelligence tests
often have a high degree of this type of intelligence.
2. The experimental aspect is demonstrated by your insights and creative
thinkiIlg in novel situations. It involves the ability to automatize various
cognitive processes when approaching new tasks.
3. The contextllal aspect relates to your practical knowledge in adapting to,
selecting, and shaping your environment to fit your needs. In adult life,
this aspect is valuable for example, in selecting an appropriate job orplace to
live (Papalia & Olds, 1996; Pintrich, 1990).
Stenlberg (1986) believed that this model would be especially helpful in preparing
adolescents for tIle "real world," and therefore developed a program to foster tllese
aspects of intelligence in high school students.
Yet another exall1ple of a cognitive theory is Gardner's approach. Rooted in cognitive
psychology, Gardner's (1983) theory of Multiple Intelligences is one on which variOllS
models oflealuillg are based. According to Gardner (1987), many cognitive theorists
attempted to explain the organization of mental faculties in terms of a horizontal theory.
They assumed tl1at there were basic "ll0rizontallaws" (Gardner, 1987) ofleaming wllich
equally applied to perception, leammg, memory, and attention, regardless of tile content.
In contrast, Gardller (1987) proposed that "the nlind is organized [vertically] ill ternlS of
contel1t.... Eacll content, each vertical facldty has its own principles of leanlillg, memory,
11
perception" (Gardner, 1987, p. 31). Therefore, he.~~gge_sted th_at 0l:l! memory might
function differently with different types of material.
Gardner (1987) maintained that rather than placing an emphasis on linguistic and
mathematical ways of learning, we need to take the different types of intelligences into
account. In doing so, he postulated that we might be able to analyze why learning
happened in one situation, and not in another. Therefore, he believed it was important to
look at the intelligences a student actually tIsed and the ones a student needed to use in
order to learn. Obviously, a cognitive theory such as Multiple Intelligences has
implications for the way in which we plan for and teach those students who have
difficulty learning.
The Growth Paradigm
When viewing learning as it occurs in the individual student, we are reminded of the
analogy of the glass being half full or half empty. When using the Multiple Intelligences
approach, we direct our attention to what students can do. Armstrong (1994) proposed
that we shift our thinking about exceptional students "and begin to work within the
parameters of a growth paradigm" (p. 135) instead of primarily regarding them within the
framework of a deficit paradigm. In order to do this, he contended that it was necessary
to view children with special needs as "whole persons," having strengths in various
intelligences. Although Multiple Intelligences theory did acknowledge disabilities,
Armstrong (1994) asserted that the disability was only a part of one intelligence area
which left vast fields of learning potential to be explored. He proposed that educators use
cognitive bypassing for students with disabilities. That is, by taking advantage of a
student's intelligence strengths, one could often provide an alternate rOtIte to deal with a
child's limitations in a specific area.
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An Empirical ~~~~y _
In an exploratory study, Summey and Strahan (1997) researched the perceptions of 11
seventh-graders with mild disabilities, regarding an inclusive approach to language arts
instruction. The unit of instruction, which was developed for the study, used Gardner's
(1983) theory ofMultiple Intelligences as a basis for planning and teaching. It was called
the "Mindful Learning Approach" (Summey & Strahan, 1997). The approach
incorporated learning activities into the language arts cun·iculum that addressed seven
intelligences. This gave students the opportunity to do activities that matched best \vith
their way of learning. Moreover, the Mindful Learning unit also included reading
comprehension strategies. Through this approach, Summey and Strahan (1997) hoped
that studellts with learning disabilities would be more actively involved in their learning,
develop metacognitive strategies, improve their reading ability, and become independent
thinkers.
In a previous study, Strahan (1988) found that failing seventh-grade students with
learning disabilities were only superficially engaged in academic tasks, since they
depended ol111elp fronl others or nlerely gave the appearance of completillg the task. In
contrast, nlore sllccessful students wit11 similar problems had acquired practical strategy
skills to conlplete their assignments. The superficial engagement of the at-risk seventh-
graders, along witll a lack of strategies, made it difficult for thenl to complete tlleir tasks.
It was apparellt tllat tllese students needed to be stinlulated to be active learners, so that
they could beconle connected to their leanling in a positive way. Based on additional
research evidence, Summey and Strahan (1997) concluded that "cognitive engagement is
a primary determinant of classroom leanling" (p. 38). The authors felt that "Gardner's
tlleory of Multiple Intelligences... [offered] a powerftl1 basis for enhancing cognitive
engagemellt" (Summey & Strahan, 1997, p. 38).
Using an exploratory case study strategy with multiple units of analysis, Summey and
Strallan (1997) interviewed students, adnlinistered individual reading inventories, and
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observed lessons. As a re~ult of this information, ~~e!,_d_evelop~d s!ydent prQ.:files. These
functioned as a framework for planning a unit with the seventh-grade language arts
teacher and special education teacher which was based on the novel The Outsiders by
S. E. Hinton (1968). The researchers served as participant observers while the lessons
were being taught. After the unit was finished, students were interviewed regarding their
perceptions of the Mindful Learning Approach and their reading skills were reassessed.
Results showed that students were more cognitively engaged in the learning process.
Each stlldent mentioned celiain "Mindful" activities they had especially enjoyed. They
were also able to explain how these had helped them learn. Remarkably, 8 of 11 students
were able to demonstrate a reading strategy, 7 of 11 went up one grade level or more in
their reading ability, and 6 of 11 completed tasks independently. One of the shortcomings
of the researchers' procedures was that they used a Grade 7 test to evaluate the reading
abilities of Grade 7 students \vith mild disabilities, some of which were only at a Grade 2
or 3 reading level.
\Vhy Multiple Intelligences Affects Exceptional Students' Learning
Educators need to find ways to reach and teach all children. Applying Gardner's
(1983) tileory on intelligences in Ollr classrooms could help us acilieve this goal
(Armstrong, 1994; Faggella & Horowitz, 1990). All awareness of our students'
intelligence strengths could enable lIS to encourage "at promise" (Faggella & Horowitz,
1990) stlldents in a specific intelligence and assist us in intervening with students "at
risk." In tilis way, we could help all students experience success and "find their own
niche in learning and in life" (Faggella & Horowitz, 1990, p. 50).
Whell teachers used an approach tilat encouraged exceptional students to becolne
actively connected to their learning, they experienced more success (Slunmey & Strahan,
1997) and were nl0re 1110tivated to learn. As a result, their confidence and self-esteem
increased. Taking a positive approach to learning cOlI1d help free the learner enl0tionally
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to learn. Gardner (1987) maintained that when we recognized and deliberately tried to
~ .. _._ • _ ;_ _. _ __ _ -a.
make use of"all combinations ofhuman intelligences... [and succeeded in this],
individuals... [felt] better about themselves. With enhanced self-esteem, they may be
more inclined to contribute to the general welfare of the community" (p. 35). Thus, "the
more we learn to identify and use multiple ways of being smart, the more effective our
education system can become in equipping the next generation for dealing with the real
world" (Tobias, 1994, p. 138).
Hatch's Application of the Theory
Hatch (1997) suggested that we get more specific when discussing Multiple
Intelligences. Instead ofjust broadly labelling a child as having certain strengths, he
asserted that it was necessary for educators to look more closely at the particular ways the
child demonstrated this strength, rather than assuming that a child would show strengths
in all activities associated with a particular intelligence. In order to do this, Hatch
maintauled that we consider such factors as "what intelligences... [children] possess, their
interests in and knowledge ofparticular fields, and the contexts in which they live and
learn" (Hatch, 1997, p. 26).
Besides developing strengths in specific activities, Hatch (1997) contended that a
balallced approach be used which provided opportunities to work on all the skills whicll
studellts needed in order to be successful in school. He identified several ways of doing
tIlis. First, he proposed that we organize our curriculum around the child, instead of
around tIle intelligences. Second, he suggested that as children developed, the way in
whicIl they displayed their intelligences could shift, grow, and vary, as interests, new peer
groups, and academic activities changed over time. Therefore, he cautioned not to attach
permanent labels to children. Third, Hatch advised teachers to keep track of a child's
strengths and pass on this information to other teachers. This way they would be better
eqllipped to respond to students' strengths and needs. He recommended constructing
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portfo~o~ _~ith the childre?, or having a teacher st~.y ~it!J. the s~me_~lass for ?~ additional
year. Finally Hatch (1997) proposed that we "constantly question our assumptions
about... [the] child's strengths and about intelligence in general. And we must be williIlg
to understand and respond to... [the] child as an individual" (p. 29).
Summary of the Literature Review
Gardner's (1983) Multiple Intelligences theory presented lIS with a pluralistic view of
intelligence. He maintained that one's intelligence had the potential to grow and expand.
Using this theory, educators could help children understand their natural strengths and
guide them to use these abilities to learn and work on their \veaker areas (Armstrong,
1994; Checkley, 1997; Greenhawk, 1997).
In this chapter, the term "exceptional children" was defined. From this wide realnl of
exceptional learners, I chose to limit my research to students with learning disabilities.
Traditionally, most instruction emphasized linguistic and logical-mathematical ways
of learning. This approach tended to neglect the abilities of students whose dominant
strengths were beyond these areas and often resulted in underachievement (Armstrong,
1988). Cognitive psychology could serve to guide a teacher's thinking about learning
problems (Gagne, Yekovich, & Yekovich, 1993). When failing students were taught in
ways tIlat complemented the way they learned, improvement was often seen on
standardized test scores, in school behaviour, and in their attitude towards learning
(Greenhawk, 1997; Summey & Strahan, 1997). By recognizing and deliberately trying to
nlake use of all combinations of intelligences, Multiple Intelligences theory had the
potential to improve students' self-esteem as well (Gardner, 1987). Educators were
encouraged to "constantly question [their] assumptions about. .. [the] child's strengths and
about intelligence in general. ..and be willing to understand and respond to... [the] child
as an individual" (Hatch, 1997, p. 29).
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Fin~ll'y!~_.on~ must reali~e that "111 is not a quic~_.fi?,._;Sllt ed!1catQrs who thoughtfully
use the theory to support their larger educational goals fmd that.... [by working together,
they can enhance] educational opportunities for many students" (Gardner, 1997, pp. 20,
21).
CHAPTER THREE: MlliTHODOLOGYAND~RO~EDURES
Overview
This chapter outlines the methodology and procedures employed for this study. The
research paradigm and its related features are delineated. In addition, a rationale for the
design and its description are provided. The pilot study is described, followed by a
description of "my personal signature," and my role as a researcher. Furthermore, the
sampling strategy and a brief description of the participants are given. Subsequently, an
outline of the data collection, recording procedures, alld the data analysis is presented.
Finally, the criteria for the study and its limitations are considered.
The Research Paradigm
In this study, I explored the following questions:
*What are teachers' perspectives on Multiple Intelligences theory?
*How and why are these perspectives reflected in their teaching of exceptional students?
These qllestions represented a quest to make teachers' reflections on Multiple
Intelligences explicit and to understand how and why these reflections were Pllt illtO
action in tlleir practice with exceptional students.
The way the research questions were formulated affected the choice of paradiglll ill
wllich tIle study was conducted. In this study, tlley were designed to explore cOlnplex
tilought processes and interactions within a specific context: teachers' views and
experiences in applying Multiple Intelligences theory to their practice with exceptional
students. The data generated from these questions primarily consisted of rich descriptiollS
of participants' insights, beliefs, and teaching approaches, in the fonn of transcribed
interviews, field notes, and teachers' own written reflections. Detailed analysis of such
data resulted in valuable information regarding the processes wllich teachers lIse to reach
tileir stlldents. TIllIS, the nature of the questions sllggested a paradigm Wllicll SOllght to
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describe, interpret, unders~and, and value the uniq~_e _v~~ces of~he p~rticipall!? as they
shared their perspectives and experiences related to the complex ways of teaching and
learning. The qualitative paradigm appeared to be most appropriate for these purposes.
Features Within the Qualitative Paradigm
Eisner (1991) referred to six features of research initiated within the qualitative
paradigm which specifically applied to this study. First, it was "field focused" (p. 32).
The teachers and situations were observed, interviewed, recorded, described, interpreted,
and appraised, valuing the natural setting in which their actions occurred. Second, "the
self... [was used as] the instrument which... [engaged] in the situation and... [made] sense
out of it" (p. 34). Since each person's history and view of the world is very different frOlll
anyone else's, Eisner (1991) maintained that how we respond to a situation and interpret
what we see, will bear our "unique signature" (p. 34). This applied to the participants as
they made sense of their experiences, as well as the way in which I made sense out of
their experiences. Eisner (1991) asserted that this unique signature was not to be vie\ved
as something negative, but as a means for providing personal insight into a situation.
Nevertheless, he cautioned that valuing "personal insight as a source of11leaning does not
provide a license for freedom.... [The researcher] must provide evidence and reasons"
(p. 35). Tllird, tllis qualitative inquiry was interpretive in two senses. In the first place, I
attenlpted to interpret what the participants' perspectives were regarding Multiple
Intelligences and how and why they used the theory to accommodate exceptional
students. In the second place, I took into consideration that this interpretation applied to
what these experiences meant to the participants in their specific situations. Fourth,
tlnollghollt this study "the presence of voice and the use of expressive language" (p. 36)
were valued. They revealed the personal signature of the researcller as well as the
participants. In particular, the voices of the participants were viewed as significant as
they related "lived experience" (van Manen, 1990) fronl their point of view. This, along
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with the use of expressive language, contributed t?_e~~ncing ~he Ul}derstan<!jng. Fifth,
attention was given to "particulars" (p. 38) in the situation in which the data were
collected. Since the data were not collected in a "sterile environment," but within a
specific context, each detail was regarded as important, because it had the potential to
provide the researcher with clearer insights into the topic being studied. Sixth, Eisner
(1991) contended that "qualitative research becomes believable because of its coherence,
insight, and instrumentallltility" (p. 39). The researcher needed to convince the reader
through making the methodology explicit and by using field notes and quotes as the basis
for tIle interpretive process.
Rationale for Design
Exploring teachers' perspectives and experiences with Multiple Intelligences and
exceptional students could best be done within the context of the classrooms where these
actions took place. As teachers gave voice to their reflections and made the actions they
took within their particular settings explicit, they deepened their own understanding of
tlleir practice. Through my interaction with the participants, I became more fully
infolTIled of tIle pedagogic situations they engaged in when using Multiple Intelligences
with exceptional students. Interpreting their perspectives and experiences assisted in
illuminating my understanding and could stinlulate other practitioners to reflect on tIle
way they teach exceptional students. An interpretive approach (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992;
van Manen, 1990) was therefore applied.
Description of Design
Since a review of the literature provided little evidence of previous research in the area
of Iny iIlqlliry, this study may be considered exploratory (McMillan & Schumacher,
1997). Within tIle interpretive approach, exploratory studies are designed to initiate
hlrther inquiry. Specifically, I focused on the teachers' critical-creative processes of
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"reflection-in-actioll" and "reflection-on-action" (Schon, 1987) as related to Multiple
Intelligefices~-artetexceptional students. Interpreting tlieir- reflections in and on ~ction
provided the opportunity for me to gain an in-depth understanding of the research topic,
as I learned from the learning experiences of my participants. Finally, the design was
eillergent ill nature, since eacll decisioll in the researcll process was a result of preceding
information (McMillan & Schulllacher, 1997).
The Pilot Study
In March, 1997, I conducted a pilot study with two elementary school teacllers. TIley
were chosen because they had a certain familiarity with Multiple Intelligences and
exceptional students. At the onset of the interview, the purpose was explained.
Subsequently, the interview was guided by a set of general questions which took into
account varying degrees of knowledge on the pali of the participants.
The first participant was much more familiar with the topic than the second
participant. Therefore the first teacller was able to contribute a great deal regarding the
application ofMultiple Intelligences to accommodate the needs of exceptional students as
well as students in general. The second participant had just recently been introduced to
the topic. Therefore, she did not provide as extensive information; however, it seemed
that talking it through contributed lllore to her own professional development. Althougll
the insights that this teacller gained through the pilot study were commendable, the study
also taught llle that in order to be consistent with the purpose, it was important to find
information-rich individuals who would really be able to contribute to the research.
Durillg the pilot study, I also realized how helpful it was to use a tape recorder.
Without it, I would have lost a lot of valuable data. Moreover, the paliicipallts' personal
signature was mucIl more authentic, since it had not been filtered through the researcher's
signature. After transcribing the taped information, I was surprised at how much data
could be gathered fronl just a half-Il0uf interview.
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Coding the data was an illuminating experience. Content analysis (Marshall &
Rossman, 1~g-9)was used to identify main categories·-ofmeaning. These were -"coded by
putting lines in the margin using a colour-coded legend. Subcategories eIllerged within
these main categories. These were underlined, again using a colour-coded legend. The
coding process enabled me to organize my data in such a way that I could gleall a lot of
valuable information from it regarding the processes whicil teachers use when applying
Multiple Intelligences to exceptiollal students.
During my pilot study, the notion of reciprocity was illustrated, that is, offering
something in return for the time, insights, and information the participants contributed.
The two interviewees seemed to find the interviews a worthwhile experiellce. Some of
tIle con1ll1ents they Il1ade at the end were:
Just you posing the questions was good. It kind of helped me sort out my thoughts ....
I've never thought about it in the way I've been talking about it. I've also never really
had the opportunity to talk about it this extensively. I focused in on certain
intelligences, but I've never written a paper on it or anything to sOli out my thoughts....
So, I have gained something from this interview. Just you asking certain questions
forced me to think about it.
Until I had articulated these ideas, I didn't really blOW where to go witll theIn, or how I
could begin to plan them into my routines or progranl. I blOW tilat my zeal and
conviction for appreciating individual differences has been renewed through these
discussions \vhich can only be a plus...
My Personal Signature
When I began l11Y teaching career in January 1991, one-third of my Grade 5 class had
been identified as exceptional students. Ever since that time, I have been interested in
helping these children learn. I have worked as a regular Grade 5 teacher for almost 2
years and as a regular Grade 4 classroom teacher for the last 4 1/2 years. CUITently, I am
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ellrolled as a full-time student in the Master ofEducation prograln at Brock University.
TI1fougntriy~te-achingexperiences and professional growtIl, I often intuitively developed
theories regarding my practice with exceptional students. Over time, I have come to
realize that a teacher's beliefs, attitudes, and teaching approaches have tIle potential to
play an importallt role in the lives of his or her students.
Whether or not exceptional children are successful in school, lllay have a considerable
illlpact on their life. As a Christian school teacher in a Reformed Christian setting, I
believe that education should be a preparation for life and the life to COllle. It should
encourage children to apply the tools of learning, develop the mind, and furnish tIle
necessalY knowledge and skills to function in life as a mature person.
I believe that eacll child, and especially the exceptiollal student, sIlould be viewed in
llis or ller totality. Not only should intellectual developlnent be emphasized, but also
spiritual, enl0tional, social, physical, and llloral needs sllould be considered and provided
for. I have often found that exceptional students were underachieving because of a poor
self-concept which had led to a state of learned helplessness. My particular interest is to
give tIle child a sense of security, provide opportunities for success, and stimulate a
feeling of confidence. I seek to do this by creating a caring alld supportive classroom
environment in which I aim to discover, recognize, and nurture a studellt's unique abilities
and potentials.
As I reflect on lny teaching experiences and students' learning, I oftell feel akin to a
musician. Besides havlllg a passion for teaching, I play various instruments, and have a
great love for music. Over the years, I have been able to see many similar threads
interwoven through both professions. I believe there is "music" in every child, for God
has wonderfully made each one (The Holy Bible, Psalnl 139:14b). To me, all my
students are valuable instruments that I have tIle oppoliunity to play. Just as eacll
instrument is different, evelY child is unique, with his or her own complex needs, God-
given talellts, and abilities. A good musician explores the numerous possibilities of an
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instrument, showing sensitivity towards all its facets, in order to get the 1110St out of it.
Likewise, T~feel iris important for teachers to get to'jffi-ow- their s-tudents, disco~er their
abilities, and find positive ways to tap into them.
The uniqueness of each exceptional learner creates the need for the teacher to
continuously engage in a critical, creative process of reflection, leading to action wllich
will stinlulate a "musical performance." At the time I was taking my first graduate course
at Brock University, I was about to receive a number of students ill my class with severe
exceptionalities. Through a discussion with my professor, a professional learning cycle
was set into motion, characterized by McNiff (1993) as "idelltification ofproblem-
imagination of solution-implementation of the solution-evaluation of solution-
modificatio1l of practice" (p. 30). In a researcll paper which aimed to link Multiple
Itltelligences theory to my own classroom practice, I addressed the question "How Can I
Teach to Accon1ll1odate My Stude1lts' Learning Styles?"
During tile past year, I have begun to incorporate Multiple Intelligences into my
teaching, attended various worksllops on this topic, and have spoken with other teachers
who had experience with Multiple Intelligences. I also took graduate courses in Special
Education. By engaging in these activities, I hoped to gain a better understanding of how
to effectively incorporate this theory into my teaching practice, specifically with
exceptional stude1lts. I was intrigued by the fact that on various occasions, using Multiple
Intelligences seemed to provide a key to unlock hidden abilities in the exceptional learner.
At the same time, other students appeared to enjoy this teaching approach as well. In
many aspects, Gardner's (1983) model seemed to C011lplement my philosophy of
education. ill pa1iicular, I valued the fact that it was based on a growth paradigm which
provided the student with a greater opportunity to reach his or her full potential.
Through exploring other teachers' perspectives and experiences with Multiple
Intellige11ces a11d exceptional students, my learning cycle would be extended. As a result
of tllis research, I hoped to gain a fuller understanding of tllis topic, in order to fu1iller
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develop and extend my theories regarding the application of Multiple Intelligences to
teachingexceptional students. This research was also intended to provide the i~celltive
for other professionals to engage in their own reflective cycles concerning Multiple
Intelligences theory and the way in which they teach exceptional students.
My Role as Researcher
As a researcher, I recognized that the personal signatures of botll my participants and
myself would colour our interactions and affect the data elicited. My participants would
endorse Multiple 11ltelligences theory in varying degrees. The teachers who were
currently using it in their practice obviously saw some benefit in it. As a Christian
teacher, I had a definite interest in applying this theory, and illy own voice was not value
neutral. As a researcher, I recognized that the Christian School context in wllich I ailned
to apply my leamlllg varied from the Public School context in whicll the participallts
worked. In order to allow this study to inform me on the topic in its broadest sellse and
assist me in improving my professional decision making as to how I was going to further
implement Multiple Intelligences in my practice with exceptional students, I needed to
recognize and transcend my own subjectivity as much as possible and focus on wllat the
experiences of my participants meant to them. When interpreting the data, I would 11eed
to be cautious to interpret them from the participants' POlllt of view as well.
My stance upon entering the field, as a qualitative researcher, was reflected in Geeliz's
(1979) eloquent description of this role. I would not COlne
as a person who pauses while passing by, but as a perSOll who has come for a visit; not
as a person who knows everything, but as a person who has come to learn; not as a
person who wants to be like thenl, but as a person who wants to know wllat it is like to
be them... (cited in Bogdan & Biklen, 1992, p. 79)
Marshall and Rossman (1989) emphasized the importance of reciprocity in educatiollal
research. The pilot study illustrated that interviews become an opportunity for
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meaningful dialogue to take place. People often elljoy telling about their work
- - - -
experierlCes~~a1fd -appreciate the interest of a sympatlletic listener. As well, it seems to be
beneficial to clarify one's thoughts and experiences. (Merrianl, 1988).
Sampling Strategy & Limitation
Information-rich participants were purposefully selected tlrrough network sall1pling, a
strategy in which participants refer the researcller to other illdividuals based on particular
attributes or traits which the researcher has developed (McMillan & Schunlaciler, 1997).
My advisor suggested a sample size of four and referred me to tile first paliicipant, WI10 ill
tutTI directed me to the other three participants. Teachers were chosen 011 tIle basis of
their illvolvement with Multiple Intelligellces and elementary-aged exceptional students.
Durillg an initial telepilone call, I briefly introduced myself, idelltified tIle purpose of the
researcll, tile tentative procedures involved, and obtained their verbal consent to
participate in the study. As well, basic background information was acquired to establish
profiles of the participants.
A limitation of the use of network sampling was that I did not know my paliicipants,
nor did they know me. Therefore, taking time to establish a rapport would be inlportant.
Description of Participants
The participants in this study,consisted of four teachers with various career
backgrounds which were relevant to the exploration. Each works in a different school
which is affiliated with one large suburban Board of Education.
The first participant, Bev, works partly as a Grades 6 and 7 Social Sciences and
Language Arts teacher alld partly as a Special Education Resource Teacher for Grades 5
and 6. She is involved with a wide variety of exceptional students. Bev is employed at a
fairly new school in a suburban setting, with students coming from various
socioeconomic backgrounds. The school is primarily inclusive but also services special
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education students with some withdrawal. Bev has 26 years ofteaclling experience and
- - ...
holds a BA"liYAnthropology. Cun4 ently, she is enrolled in a Master of Education
Program.
The second participant, Andrea, is a Special Education Resource Teacher. Her role
involves collaborating with the regular classroom teachers to plan and program for
exceptional students. She only participates in some of the actual inlplelnentation.
Andrea works at a K-6 school in a residential area and is respollsible for 12 classes.
Students COlne from middle to lower-upper socioeconomic backgrounds. Andrea has
received her BA and her BEd degrees. She was an occasional teacher for 4 years but has
taught full-time since 1987.
The third paliicipallt, Jolm, works at a scllool in a lower socioecononlic area. He has
21 years of teaching experience in Grades 2-8 and is currently a Grade 5 teacher. There
are a variety of exceptional students in his class. John has received l1is Honors BA and
has a Type A in History BEd. As well, he has his Junior Specialist.
The fourth participant, Robin, teaches at a large dual track K-5 immersion school.
She has 33 years of teaching experience and is currently involved in a personal research
project 011 Multiple Intelligences. Robin has written a book about goal setting. Through
her current research, she hopes to write a book on learning through the Multiple
Intelligences. She holds credits for a number of courses from the University of Toronto
to\vard a BA. Robin is a regular Grade 2 classroom teacher and works with a variety of
children at all skill levels. Her students come from various socioeconomic backgrounds.
It was not the intent of this study to compare these four educators, but ratller to
describe their work in action. They are obviously employed in very different settings.
Tlleir varied educational backgrounds, knowledge of Multiple Intelligences theory, and
experiences added depth to the study.
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Data Collection and Recording Procedures
Initi(!lly,~theresearch wa's going to rely on an introductory observation visit->," in-depth
interviews, field notes, and student products as data sources. Prior to the study, I
contacted tIle research officer of the school board by telephone, WilO sent me a package of
information, including application forms. TIle latter were filled out and approved by tIle
boards' research advisory conlli1ittee, along with a copy of my research proposal. As
well, participants were mailed the Informed Consent Fornl (see Appendix A) to outlille
the purpose and tentative procedllres involved in the research.
Semistructured in-depth interviews (Marshall & Rossman, 1989; Rothe, 1993) \vere
the prinlary method of data collection. Kahn & Cannell (1957) described this method as
a "conversation with a purpose" (cited in Marsilall & Rosslnan, 1989, p. 82). TIle
purpose of tIle interviews was to have practitioners make their perspectives on Multiple
Intelligences theory explicit. As a result of reflection, they communicated tIle behaviours
tlley engaged in as they applied the theory to their practice.
By first understanding the framework within which the participallts interpreted their
thoughts, feelings, and actiollS, I would be able to acquire a better understanding of their
reflections in and on action. Therefore, prior to the interviews, I scheduled a visit with
the participants to become acquainted and observe theln in their classrooms, preferably
USillg Multiple Intelligences. This was done on a voluntary basis at a tilne which was
suitable for them. All four paliicipants consented. Written permission to observe tIle
teacher and llis or her students was also obtained from the principal of the respective
schools (see Appendix B). The protocol which describes how I observed the individual
teacher paliicipants can be found in Appendix D. This was mailed to them prior to tIle
visit, along with tIle Informed Consent Form. The length of time spent with each teacher
varied between 1 hour to 2 hours and 20 minutes. The visit served to establisll rappoli
with the paliicipants and gain all impression of the context in which they taught. In
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addition, I felt that the data from the interviews would make more sense against the
backgrourid~-irtwhichtIle participants did their work.
Subsequently, a series of three separate interviews were scheduled over a period of
approximately 3 months. They would take place at a time and location which was
convenient for each participant. During the introductory observation visit, participants
were offered a set ofpreliminary questions (see Appendix E) to stimulate reflection for
our first interview. They were also provided witil definitions of Multiple Intelligences
and exceptional students. Permission to tape-record our conversations was requested in
tIle Informed Consent Form. All participants consented. Each tape-recorded interview
ranged in length from 30-40 minutes and was transcribed.
The interviews were semistructured and focused around the research topic. They were
guided by some general questions (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992; Merton & Kelldall, 1946).
During the interviews, the researcher respected how the participant framed and structured
the responses. Probes were used to increase fu11her cOlllprehension (Bogdan & Biklen,
1992; Rothe, 1993). Since "the quality of the data is dependent upon the quality of tIle
relationship you build with the people being interviewed" (Measor, 1985, p. 57), Measor's
interview strategies were employed to develop a co-researciler relationship.
Field notes were lllade during tIle observation visit and interview to record anything of
importance or interest. Caution was taken to restrict note taking to a minilllum while in
the research setting, since it could have the potential to "[interfere] with, ... [inhibit], or in
sonle way... [act] upon the setting and subjects" (Marshall & Rossman, 1989, p. 110).
Additional field notes were made in1ll1ediately after the visits to the participants. These
complemented the transcribed interviews and enriched their interpretation.
Teachers were also asked to collect exceptional students' products which were
representative or exenlplary samples of their work and illustrated the result of the
teachers' application of Multiple Intelligences tileory. Written permission was obtained
from each principal to examine these products (see Appendix B). During my first visit to
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the teachers, I discussed witll thenl tllat parental permission would be required, should
any stud~ntprodu-ctsbe referred to within the final research project. The Pare~tal
Consellt Form in Appendix C would be used for this purpose. Exceptional students'
products would add depth to the data analysis and interpretation.
At various points during the research, member checks were conducted in order to
ensure that the collected data were accurate and complete.
Sillce the research design was emergent, further plans evolved as I learned more about
tIle paliicipallts and tlleir settings. "Qualitative researchers go off to study carrying the
nlelltal tools of their trade, with plans formulated as hunches, only to be nl0dified and
relll01ded as they proceed" (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992, p. 58).
During an interview, one of the participants pointed out that expressing oneself in
different intelligences had the potential to shed ligllt 011 matters from different angles.
This idea led me to alter the proposed nUlllber of interviews. After soliciting feedback
froln the participants, I obtained their verbal permission to use their intrapersonal
intelligence to write one page of reflections regarding their perspectives on Multiple
Intelligences and elementary-aged exceptional students. This would serve to complement
tIle interviews in which participants expressed themselves primarily using their
interpersonal intelligence. It would also take the place of the third interview. Each
paliicipant cOlltributed one to six typewritten pages of reflections.
Towards the end of my study, I also reconsidered examining student products. USillg
these would shift the focus of my research from the teacher to the student. As well, I felt
I had collected a rich amount of data from the participants, consisting of a total of 170
pages. Therefore, I decided not to incorporate exceptional student products within the
scope of this research.
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Data Analysis
Content -analysis (Marshall & Rossman, 1989) was used to review-the data for patterns
alld themes related to the researcIl question. As categories of meaning emerged, I looked
for those that were "internally consistent but distinct frOlll one another... , tIle salient,
grounded categories of meaning held by participants in the setting" (MarsIlall &
Rossman, 1989, p. 116). These categories consisted of Multiple Intelligences alld You as
a Teacher/Learner, Multiple Intelligences and Exceptiollal Students, Multiple
Intelligences as Theory, and Multiple Intelligences and Your Teaching Perspective.
Given the interpretive nature of the study, which focused on participants' reflectiollS-
in-action alld reflectiolls-on-action concelning Multiple Intelligences and elementary-
aged exceptional students, I decided to specifically interpret participants' content, process,
and premise reflections (Cranton, 1994). In this study, content reflections were those
which answered the question: What are participants' underlying beliefs alld assumptions
regarding the research topic? Process reflections described how participants put these
beliefs and assumptions into practice. Finally, premise reflections were those in which
participants expressed why they put these into action.
The system for analysis used in this study was much like the index card system
described by Lincoln & Guba (1985). However instead ofplacing "units of data"
(Lincolll & Guba, 1985, p. 344) on index cards, I entered them into my conlputer. In
order to organize the data, all field notes, transcribed interviews, and written reflections
received a page nUlllber (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992). Subsequently, I set up a file on nlY
computer for each participant with the four main categories. As I read through the
Inaterial I had collected, units of data which were relevant to tIle research topic were
identified as a content, process, or premise reflection. Each of these units was either
interpreted into my own words or directly quoted. It received a number and was entered
illtO one of the four main categories on my computer, along with the page nunlber on
WllicIl it was found (e.g., 11. Follow-up class discussions were also helpful for students
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to understand tIle different conlponents of the theory [po 7].). To "cross-code" (Bogdall &
Biklen,i99-2.}-the'data, this "number (e.g., 11) was als-o·writtell in the-right margin of the
text on which it was based.
As reflections began to acculllulate in these main categories, subcategories of llleaning
emerged. For exanlple, in the categolY labeled :rvrr and Exceptional Students, the
subcategories Perspectives ofExceptional Students, Enhancing Exceptional Student's
Self-Esteem, and Promoting Cognitive Engagement came to the fore. By reducing the
data into 11lanageable CilunkS, I was able to describe and interpret the data, bringing
"meaning and insight to the words and acts of the participants in the Stlldy" (Marshall &
Rosslnan, 1989, p. 114). Subsequently, a member check visit was an4 anged with eacll
participant to negotiate meaning and ascertain the credibility of llly interpretations. After
reviewing tIle subcategories fronl all the participants, tllose which overlapped were
nlerged together. Main subcategories were selected to be part of the research results
(Bogdan & Biklen, 1992). Subsequently, field notes, interpretations, and quotes in each
of the subcategories were woven together. As a fmal member check, each participant
received the sectiollS pertaining to that individual, accolnpanied by the letter in Appendix
F; no changes were suggested.
Criteria for the Study
All research lllUSt respond to criteria against which its trustworthiness can be
evaluated (Marsllall & Rossmall, 1989). In this study, four specific criteria were
important in this respect: the credibility of the study, its transferability, its dependability,
and its confinnability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Marshall & Rossman, 1989).
Credibility was establislled by embedding in-depth descriptions with direct quotes
from the data during the interpretive phase, in order to support my insights and preserve
tIle authenticity of tIle voices of tIle participants. Moreover, melllber checks were
COllducted ill order to ensure that the participants were accurately identified alld
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described. As well, I ascertained that observations and reflections were properly
illterpreted:Firtaily, by clearly making the parameters- of-tne setting, participants, alld
theoretical fraluework explicit, tIle research could be cOllsidered valid within these
parameters (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Marshall & Rossman, 1989).
Througil gathering data from experienced teacilers by means of the interpretive
approach, illy professionalleaming cycle, as it applied to Multiple Intelligences and
exceptional students, was extended, as I vicariously lealned from the participants. Thus,
this research llad great personal significance for IllY professiollal developlllent. The
paliicipants' perspectives on Multiple Intelligences Theory and tlleir descriptions of how
and WIlY these were put into action with exceptional students, contributed to enlightenillg
nlY understanding and would enable llle to enhance the way I teacil exceptiollal studellts.
Transferability of the study refers to the notion of being able to apply tIle findings to
another context (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Marshall & Rossman, 1989). This could occur
in two senses. First, using the interpretive approach, data were collected and analyzed.
After sUlnmarizing IllY findings which related to a paliicular sample of teachers and the
context in which they taught, these findings were generalized to the specific population
alld contexts from which the saillple was drawn. The notion of transferability in the
second sense would be largely dependent on the reader's interpretatioll of the study as he
brought 11is own experience and understanding to it (Lincolll & Guba, 1985; Marshall &
Rosslnall, 1989, MelTiam, 1988). Ifhe were able to apply tIle findings to his teaching
situation with exceptional students, causing the reader to add the new data froln this study
to his own "old data," transferability was said to Ilave takell place. Thus, only if tIle
findings were relevant to the reader, would transferability occur (Lincoln & Guba, 1985;
Marshall & Rossmall, 1989, Merriam, 1988).
Dependability was evident by accoullting for changes in the chosell phenomenon alld
enlergellt design tilrough making field decisions explicit. These changes were a result of
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tIle cllanging social world in which the participants and researcher were engaged
(Marshatl &oRcssman, 1989).
Confirmability could pose certain problems withill the field of qualitative illquiry,
since the social interactions in which tIle participants and researcller engaged were in a
sense naturally subjective (Marshall & Rossman, 1989). Therefore, I do not pretelld that
tllis study is replicable. This is in keeping with the qualitative paradigm in whicll I cllose
to work. To a certain degree, the researcher's subjectivity was COllsidered a strengtll
within tIle qualitative study (Eisner, 1991; Marshall & Rossman, 1989). In order to gain
access into the participants' world, I had to be able to establish a rapport with the
paliicipants. Moreover, my personal insights enabled llle to describe the complex
processes of reflection in and on action which were being researched. Nevertheless, it
was 11ecessary to provide controls for bias in my interpretation. I aiilled to do this by
consciously transcendiIlg IllY own subjectivity as lllucll as possible, as I sought to
Ullderstand what the "lived experience" (vall Manen, 1990) of my paliicipallts meant to
tllem. Tllis was done by basing my data collection procedures and analysis on strategies
described by experienced researchers, conductillg meillber checks, accounting for
negative instances of findings, discussing illy biases, and allowillg the voice of the
paliicipants to be heard within the results.
Limitations of the Study
When revie\ving this study, severallilllitations are apparent. First, the decision to
work with the four participallts was intentional, based on tlleir knowledge and experience
witll Multiple 111telligences and exceptional students. Therefore, the results of the study
were only credible witllin tIle parameters of the specific contexts ill which participants
worked and tIle theoretical framework in which it was conducted. Moreover, the
credibility of tIle data was also dependent on my ability to establish a co-researcher
relatiollship witll the paliicipants during a short period of time. Finally, since the
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researcher was conducting the interviews, the possibility of interviewer bias existed
within tliestudy'-s-results.
Summary of Methodology and Procedures
This qualitative study was based on an interpretive approach. The pilot study proved to
be beneficial in gaining insights into the research process. As a researcher, I was aware
of several factors wllich had the potential to colour the data, the need for transcending IllY
own subjectivity as much as possible, and the importance of reciprocity. Network-
sampling was used to select the four participants which were a part of this research. The
study relied on an introductory observation visit, two semistructured in-depth interviews
for each paIiicipant, field notes, and teacilers' own written reflections as data sources.
Content-analysis was used to review tIle data for thenles related to tIle research questioI1S.
Criteria for the inquiry focused on its credibility, traIlsferability, dependability, aIld
confilmability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Marshall & Rossman, 1989). When reviewing tIle
study, several limitations were apparent. These were presented in the final section of the
chapter.
CHAPTER FOUR: RESEARCH RESULTS
Organization
TIlis chapter describes the results of my research. It is organized according to various
themes which emerged from the data. Each section stalis off with an introduction.
Subsequently, individual participants discuss their point of view in relationship to eacil
thenle. Since three of the four participallts are not fanliliar with the eigIlth intelligence,
they only refer to the seven which they use in their practice. Direct quotes from tIle data
are writtell in the tense in which participants originally spoke or wrote in order to
preserve the authellticity of their voices. Moreover, when referring to a student in the
singular sense, he, rather tIlan he or she, is used in tIle text for the sake of fluidity. Each
pali ends in a sunllllalY which relates tIle subthenles tIlat surface ill the discussions.
Introducing the Participants and Their Teaching Perspectives
TIle following section introduces each of the four participants who are part of this
research, in first-name alphabetical order. First we meet them in action in their
classrooms. Subsequently, they relate how they became acquainted with Multiple
Intelligences (MI). In addition, participants share how they view thenlselves as lealners,
in relationship to tIle theory, alld how it has influellced thenl as teachers. Finally, they
reconmlend resources which they find Ilelpful in ilnplementing MI. As the participallts
are introduced, their teaching perspectives begin to emerge.
Andrea
Allow me to take you to Andrea's Special Education classroom where we met several
months ago, when I came for an observation visit. Her room was a cheerful place to be,
with four round tables surrounded by chairs and a computer area off to tIle side. The
walls consisted of large partitions that were open on top, a renlinder of the time when tIle
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entire school used to be an open concept school. What caught my attention immediately
- - ...
was a biillefin-~board entitled "Seven Ways of Thinking." In the centre was a picture of a
cllild's head. A portion of it had been divided into seven different parts, like a jigsaw
puzzle. Thin black strips ofpaper connected tllese parts to logos and cOlTesponding
names of each of tIle intelligences.
That day, I observed Andrea do a Ilands-on spelling activity which emphasized
different word pattelns and initial consonants. She worked with two Grade 5 girls, who
had not beell fornlally identified as yet. What struck me was tIle rapport there was
between Andrea and l1er students, l1er supportive and caring way in dealulg witIl thenl,
and her ability to stimulate the students' critical thinking. Ironically, Andrea had told me
ahead of time that this would not be a Multiple Intelligences lesson. However, after some
reflection, I identified l1er use of six different intelligences during the lesson. I found it
quite interesting Il0W this teacher could intuitively incorporate so many intelligences into
olle lesson.
A 3-day summer workshop, based on the tIleme "It's not how smart you are, it is how
you are slllart," was Andrea's first introduction to Gardner's Multiple Intelligences. She
stated, "Seeing tllis ill large, block letters 011 a bulletin board made...my staff [alld I] really
begin to think about 110W the seven intelligences could support our studellts with their
lealning." After attellding tIlis workshop by Carolyn Chapman, Andrea felt like she llad a
grasp on MI theory and was ready to plunge ahead in 11er classroom. She also learned a
lot about the MIs from a local Lealning Centre run by her school board.
Andrea told nle tIlat she had used MI tlleory a number of years ago, for a period of 2
years, as a regular classroom teacher. TIle first year was more like all introductory year
for l1er; however, in the second year, she used it muc11 more extensively. Because of a
change in 11er career from regular classroom teacher to Special Education Resource
Teacher (SERT), she stopped consciously USillg MI. Naturally, this career transition
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involved a learning process. Initially, she concentrated more on working one-on-one with
tIle teachers and-finding out"how they best worked with their students.
After the interviews, Andrea reflected,
Over the past few months, I have been given the opportunity to "revisit" Gardner and
his Multiple Intelligences. In participating in the interviews with Alice, I started to
tIlink about how I could use MI in my role as a SERT. What I discovered was
reassuring in that a lot of the interventions I have been using are multisensory in nature
and most importantly help build... [students'] self-esteem....So, I do feel good about
tIle prograllls I am providing, even if... [they are] a kind of "quasi" Gardner type
program.
Upon reflection, Andrea felt that her biggest strengtIl was Iler logical-mathematical
intelligence, followed by the verbal-linguistic, interpersonal, and intrapersonal
intelligence. Particularly, the logical-mathematical intelligence was her strength in
teaching. SIle loved teaching math and using tricks and games which involved tIle
logical-matheillatical, visual-spatial, bodily-kinesthetic, interpersonal, and lllusical-
rhythmic intelligences. MI theory helped Andrea think beyond her own way of learning
when planning lessons or units.
Alldrea found various resources to be helpful in implementing the theory. Carolyn
Chapillan's (1993) book, If The Slloe Fits... : How to Develop Multiple Intelligences in the
Classroonl, was seen as beneficial, since it laid out what each MI was. "It talks about
Gardner, and tllen it talks about how you can create and implement [lessons] in the class
rOOlll. It's very straightforward.... It's a great book." Some programs she used, which
Ilelped build up reading skills and incorporated various intelligences besides the verbal
linguistic, were Making Wards by Patricia CunningIlam and Dorothy P. Hall (1994) and
Spelling Through Phonics by Marlene J. McCracken and Robert A. McCracken (1996).
Slle felt these autllors made particularly strong use of the combination of verbal-
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linguistic, visual-spatial, and bodily-kinesthetic intelligences. The next place she hoped
to look ror~iiifo~rmationon Multiple Intelligences was·-the-lntenlet.
Bev
Please continue to accompany me on my observation visit to Bev and her Grade 6
class. As tile students entered her classroom and looked at the brief lessoll plan on tIle
blackboard, an atmosphere of curiosity and puzzling excitenlellt prevailed. "Peanuts?"
they exclaimed in disbelief. "We have to write a lost-and-foulld al1icle about pealluts?"
Fronl overhearing students' conversations, it was quite obvious that they had already been
hooked into tile Multiple Intelligences lesson before it even started.
Bev's large classroom had nlany glass windows which overlooked the 11allways and
gave it a very spacious impression. Students' desks were arranged in six groups of six.
During my observation visit, Bev's role was that of a regular language arts classroonl
teacher. Her 16 students soon found their way to their desks. Five students had been
formally identified in her class; two had a behavioural disorder, two had a learning
disability, and one was gifted.
In a unique way, Bev drew her students into using their linguistic intelligence. After
discussing the intelligences they would be using during the lesson, Bev captivated her
students' attention by sharing a story from her own experience. This anecdote set tile
stage for the purpose of scientific observation. ShOl11y after, the students becalne
scientists who observed, drew, and labelled identifying characteristics of a peanut whicll
they had eacll received. This infoffilation provided a scaffold for them to write a SllOl1
lost-and-found article for their peanut. At the end, all peanuts were put together on a
table and classmates identified each others' lost peanut using the lost-and-found al1icle.
What struck me was Bev's organization and detailed attention to developing a
multimodallesson, one which incorporated many layers of intelligellces into one lesson.
As well, her intelltional modelling of eacl1 step in the process stood out. Every act all 11er
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part appeared to be deliberately done. In follow-up conversations, it became clear that
she was lncleed aware of the" distinct purpose of every facet of the lesson.
A number of years ago, Bev was hired at a new school which was being set up arOllnd
Multiple Intelligences theory. She received a fair amount of in-servicing about the theory
and did a lot of reading. As a result, she became aware tllat the kinds of things teacllers
did actually had a theory for tllelTI, called MI. Bev formally worked with MI for 6 years
as a Special Education resource teacher as well as a regular classroom teacher.
Reflecting back on her past experiences, Bev wrote,
Multiple Intelligences theory opened tremendous possibilities to me as a classroom
teacher and a Special Education resource teacller. Most of what Gardner [proposed
11as] always made perfect sense to llle. I blew that those children that struggled had
potential. The dilemnla was how to reach and teach to the child. Once I had the
frame work frol11 tIle intelligence tlleory, ...print resources, and in-servicing, I could
take much ofwllat I was already doing... [and] consciously use teaching strategies,
experiences, and products to daily meet and reach the intelligences, so that every day
my students would have an opportunity to work in their cluster of intelligences.
Bev's MI strengtlls were in the verbal-linguistic, visual-spatial, interpersonal, alld
bodily-kinestlletic areas. Therefore, in her lessons, slle incorporated a lot of talking,
readillg, and writing, as well as all types of grapllic organizers (e.g., diagrallls and flow
charts). Moreover, she often used cooperative group lessons and drama. Slle frequently
had students construct products wllich cOlllbined tIle bodily-kinesthetic and visual-spatial
intelligences as well. Yet, Bev asselied, "I had to recognize that I would use my preferred
intelligellces most often, unless I consciously forced myself to explore the other
illtelligences and ways in which I could incorporate them into the day, week, or unit."
Durillg tIle interviews, Bev mentioned several helpful resources in implementing MI
Tlleory. It was her experience that runnulg school-wide units whicll teachers put togetller
as a tealTI was very beneficial. Moreover, having one classroom designated as an
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exploration lab or an :rvrr room, in which theme celltres were set up and colour-coded
accordmg t6t11e-intelligence and grade level (e.g., pdmary, junior, or intermediate),
proved to be a valuable asset to the teacher in implementing MI. Within tileirday,
teachers could book a tinle to work with their class in tIle MI rOOln on tIle school-wide
theme.
Bev reconunended several books, including Seven Ways of Teaching and Seven Ways
of Knowing by David Lazear (1991), The Multiple Intelli~cesHandbook: Lesson
Plans alld More ... by Bruce Campbell (1994), and IIltegratillg Curricula with Mllitiple
IIltelligences: Teams, Themes, & Threads by Robin Fogarty and Judy Stoeirr (1995).
Moreover, she also suggested reading other books writtell by tilese authors. As well, Bev
found tllat IRVSkyligllt Publishing had many helpful resources on MI. Furtilermore, tIle
ASCD or Associatioll for Curriculum and Staff Development had recently put Ollt a new
CD and book on Multiple mtelligences. Other good resources were tIle IIltenlet and
speaking witll and visiting other teachers who were using MI. Attending workshops was
another way of obtaining valuable information regarding Multiple mtelligences.
Bev fOUlld Multiple Intelligences a wonderful tileory to work witll, because once you
knew wllat eacll of the intelligences looked like, you could easily pick up strategies fronl
the above mentioned sources. It was interesting to note tllat slle had created a database
for 11erselffor each of the intelligences. As Bev saw a strategy and tIl0ught about a
product, she mentally placed it under an umbrella, entering it ill her computer, so she
would not forget about it. Thus, she felt that there were mallY ways and resources to lealTI
more about tIle theory and its effective implemelltation.
John
Allow me to introduce you to John, who works with many disadvantaged children, as
a regular Grade 5 classroom teacher. Approximately half of his class were said to be a
year or nl0re below grade level; tmee students 11ad beell formally identified as leamillg
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disabled. As I entered his room which displayed a lot of his studellts' work, my eye was
caught bY a-7.:foof coconut tree close to his desk. It r-eminded m~ of~iInny day--s and
happiness, and almost seemed symbolic of what he was trying to accomplish with his 28
students, bringing a ray of sunshine into their lives.
III a lesson designed to Ilelp students remember the six steps of the scientific 11lethod,
John appealed to the students' imagination in a dramatic way. As they closed their eyes,
he "transforlned" them into an Indian tribe called the Chickenhawks, who had a secret
from the gods that everyone wanted to find out, the secret to the scientific method. While
slipping a construction paper headdress on his head, he told his students, "And when yOll
open your eyes, I will have tUlned into your cilief, Cilief Chickenlegs." Chuckles could
be heard when students fmally did open their eyes.
John's talent in drama was apparent tirrougilout the activities that were pali of the
lesson. With much gusto, he taught his students an Indian greeting and gesture. As Ile
pounded Ilis fist on his cilest alld flung it back in the air, he silouted, "Yogando!" Equally
enthusiastic, the students answered his salute. Throughout the lessoll, he used tilis as a
signal to capture their attelltion for tIle next activity. Subsequently, students thought of an
Indian name for tilemseives. They wrote this on tIle front of their own simple headdress
which they quickly put together. John had created six lines to Ilelp tilem remeulber eacll
of the steps of the scientific method, as well as their function (e.g., Material: Tllese are
the magic tools we use for our experiment). After modelling an exall1ple, he had studellts
form different groups, who had to tilink of a magic word and movement to go with each
line. These would serve as lnnemonic links for each of the steps and their function.
Toward tIle end of the lesson, each group made their presentation. Standing on a desk,
John modelled how they would pretend to shoot off happy arrows as a sign of applause
after eacil presentation. Finally, he had tIle students repeat the steps of the scientific
nlethod with their matching lines using different voice pitches and speeds.
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What really struck lne was Jo1m's enthusiasm. All students were completely caugl1t up
in tIle lessorf~- -Although it involved a lot of activities that had the potential for
misbehaviour, it was apparent that students knew velY well who was in charge and wl1at
was expected of them. Moreover, students' spontaneity and enjoynlellt of the lesson,
seelned to trigger Jo1m's creative abilities. At times, the lesson appeared to spontaneously
unfold. No doubt, Jolm had a knack for makitlg school a happy place to be.
During our subsequent interviews, Jo1m recounted how he had first learned about
Multiple Itltelligences when he applied to a new scl1001 whicl1 was specifically being
designed to implement and develop MI theory. Although l1e did not know anything abollt
Multiple Intelligellces when he started, the goal he had in mind, when applying to tllis
scl1001, was to beCOlne a better teacher. JOlul reflected,
So I worked witl1 people tl1at wanted to be better teacl1ers. If you l1ave...that as a
precept of why you are here, then I think you are gOillg to elld up doing all sorts of
tl1ingS tl1at are better. If you are just going to be telTitorial in your classroom, than
you'll be safe, but will you be better? I don't blOW. I don't think so.
As a regular classroom teacher, Jo1m had worked with MI for 6 years now. He
believed that it had tUlned his whole teaching career around. He particularly felt that
using MI was a creative activity which was why it was so appealing to him. He asselied,
It opens up a wll0le area not just for the student, but for tIle teaciler in term,s of
111aking lea111ing exciting lt [also] makes teachillg nluch more enjoyable. To me, it's
selfisIl, in a way....Just as we say to the kids, if you tlY anytiling in a different SOli of
way, it's going to make you better....What we are trying to do... [is] avoid nlaking
[teacilillg alld lealning] predictable, because when it's predictable, [tIle students] are
gOlllg to shut down a lot more easily....That's why I really like the Multiple
Intelligences, because it is the vellicle for maximizing lealnillg, .... [and] in fact, .. .it
rejuvenates you as a teacller, because you are feeling successful.
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John mentioned various resources whicl1 were helpful ill implell1ellting MI. As far as
- --
books were~oc-oncemed, he recolllillended Seven Ways QfTeachillg and Sevel1 Ways Qf
KnQwing by David Lazear (1991), If the Slloe Fits... :How to Develop Mll1tiple
Intelligences in tIle Classroom by Carolyn Cl1apmall (1993), and Multiple Intelligellces ill
tIle Classroonl by Tl10mas Armstrong (1994). He felt tl1ese books were very reader-
frielldly. Moreover, Jolm cOllsidered tealll-planning to be 11elpful as well. Teachers witll
differellt strengtl1s could trade ideas. FUlillel1llore, he also deeIlled teall1 teacl1ing to be all
ill1poliant resource. John suggested that you or your partner assunle a leadership role
\vith the inlplell1entatiQll of a lesson. Itl tl1at way, different types of lessons were
nl0delled for you and your teacl1illg paliner. This was a staff developll1ellt project Jolm
was cun"ently working on as an MI coach. He nQW worked at a differellt scl1001 tl1aI1
wllere he had first stalied using MI and was eager to share 11is leamiIlg experiences with
otl1ers in order to make a difference for kids.
Our final visit is with Robin. As we walk tl1rough the door ofher Grade 2 classrooln,
a velY large silhouette of a child's head imn1ediately catches our attelltion. A pali of it
had been divided intQ sectiQns which named each of the intelligences Qr "smarts" (e.g.,
il1terpersonal intelligence/people smart; visual-spatial intelligence/picture smart, etc.).
Next to this special silhouette, various colQurful alld creative graphs portrayed the
illtelligence profile of tIle class. Body smart outnumbered tl1em all. In another area,
seven pictures of suitcases displayed identifying characteristics of each intelligence.
Below each one was a list of corresponding careers one might have if tl1at particular
intelligence was your strength. The classroom was filled with many other interesting
tl1illgS.
Students' desks were arranged in groups of four. Toward tIle centre and back of the
room, there was a big grey carpet. A rocki11g cl1air with pillows stood invitingly in a
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COIner. At another COIner of the carpet, tllere was all easel witl1 a story waitillg just for
me. It waserifitfed "Hello dear Alice Hamstra." W11-at -a- special wel~~111e!
Eigllteen students soon formed a big circle on the rug. Three l1ad beell forillally
identified with leanling disabilities, wl1ile four others also received resource support, but
had not been identified as yet. As part of tlleir openillg exercises, stlldellts read tl1eir class
letter to me. Subsequently, tiley had SOl11e tinle to read at tileir desks, witil a pa11l1er or 011
their own. In the nleantime, their teacher read witil a snlall group around l1er rocking
chair.
Next on the agenda was the Multiple Intelligences math lesson. All students gatilered
in a big circle around Robin's rockillg chair. In the centre of tIle circle s11e had laid two
hoops. The lesson aimed to explore how Vernl Diagranls were llsed. Slle first reviewed
the previous math lesson and tl1en introduced students to tIle new cOllcept. Robin
explailled tilat they would use tIle Vernl circles to l1elp thenl build up tl1ings tl1at were tIle
same and different about one of their peers and their teacller. Subsequently, students
were given the opportunity to ask tIle "Special Me" student and tIle teacher various
questions (e.g., Do you have a pet? How many brotl1ers do you l1ave?). Robin wrote tIle
answers on yellow sticky 110tes, using a different coloured marker for ller answers and
those of the student. These were placed in the appropriate areas of tIle Velill Diagranls.
After discussing witl1 the class which "sI11arts" tlley had used to take in alld build up
inforlllation, students did a similar activity at their desks with a paliller.
What struck me was how Robin orgaIlically built up a "collll11unity of lealners." It
soon became clear to me that "Caring alld Sharing," which was displayed in large letters
on one of her walls, was part of her teaching philosophy. Not only was it evident that she
had promoted this atmosphere alnongst ller Grade 2 students, she had also found ways to
extend the cOInmunity of learners beyond her classroom walls. Regularly, groups of
student teachers from a neighbouring university caIne to visit her and ller class to learn
lllore about Multiple Intelligences. Frolll our conversations, it appeared that she was
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instrumental in numerous ways in promoting the COl11l11unity of lealners around Multiple
Intelligences~th-eory.
Robin described herself as an avid reader. She 11ad dOlle "incredible aillounts of
reading on brain fullctioning, 011 thinking, and on the l11illd," sillce those were topics
which had always fascinated her. When research information began to become available
fronl Gardner and his cohorts, she read everything she could get 11er hands on. As a result
of her readings, s11e began to incorporate I\1I tl1eolY illtO her teachillg.
Robill also attellded a sunmler worksl10p by Carolyn Cl1apman wIlich 11ad been
arranged by her school board and served as a wonderful catalyst to wl1at s11e was already
doing in 11er classroom. At first, Robin's reading had been cOllcelltrated on theory alld
researcll. However, as a result of the worksllop, her reading took on a different focus, tl1at
of ill1plemelltation within tIle classroom settillg.
Being supported by her administration to use I\1I was a very positive and powerful
tIling for Robin, since it allowed her to work tIle way that s11e worked best in tIle
classrooln. SIle explained:
Because if you Ilave tIle freedom, if you know that you can make mistakes, you can
dive in, you can take risks....That's a wonderful way to learn....That's the way the
childrell in this classroom lealn [too]. Tllat's the way I learn best.
Robin 11ad built I\1I theolY into her teaching step-by-step over the last 7 years in a way
tilat made sellse to her. What she fOUlld fascillating was that s11e becalne good at figuring
out students' strellgths rather quickly. As well, sile found it very exciting to work on areas
tilat were underdeveloped in particular students and begin to see cIlange. She asselied,
"That's wIlen you Inake parents, as well as students, believers of the fact that there are
many ways to learn, alld you know that it works ... [I\1I] reallyenllances [and] cIlanges
learnillg dralnatically."
Out of this wIlole experience of working witIl I\1I, Robin claiined that sile also had
really cllanged. Slle said, "It's just made 11le becolne so tnUCIl more aware of tIle
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techniques and the way I am presenting infolmation or ideas. I alll so llluch nlore aware
of how to hoo1(·fn'to individual kids as well."
During our interviews, Robin pointed out several helpful resources to implement MI.
She found Carolyn Chapman's book, If tIle SIloe Fits... :How to Develop Multiple
Intelligences in the Classroom (1993), to be an interesting approach, since it related all
the intelligences in some way to different types of shoes. AltIlough Robin had used the
shoe analogy wIlen she first started iinplementlllg the theory, she did not use it allYll10re,
since she felt it was 110t relevant enough for prilualy students. FUlihermore, she
recoll1lnellded David Lazear's (1991) books, Seven Ways of TeacIling and Se\Ten Ways of
Knowing. Obviously, besides these resources, there were yet mallY others.
Summary
We have lllet four caring teachers, who eacIl used Multiple Intelligences III their own
way. The lengtIl of time tIley worked with the theory ranged from 2-7 years. Their
introduction to Multiple Intelligences appeared to have brought about a positive challge ill
tlleir practice. For eacll of them, its ill1plementation involved a lealning process. To
successfully put the theoly into practice, the teachers recomnlellded forming a variety of
palinerships. TIley also suggested a number of helpful print-resources.
Perspectives of Exceptional Students
In the following section, the teachers discuss their perspectives regarding exceptional
students.
Andrea
Andrea observed that especially when teachers looked at a cllild with a lealning
disability, they tended see the weakness before they saw their strengtlls. "We say, 'TIlis
child cal1't read.' How are we going to solve this proble!11?" She asserted that tIle
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tendellcy of many teachers was to dwell on the weakness, rather tllan to look at what tIle
student was~sfi()ng in and reflect on how this strength-might help him -(e.g., to learn to
read). However, Andrea contended tl1at if you just focused in on their disability, you
nligllt not give that student the opportunity to grow in all0tller direction. "So you really
have to look for strengths in those kids," she emphasized. Nevertlleless, Alldrea believed
that wllell working with a child witll a learning disability, you did have to keep their
weaktless in lllilld, even tllough you were going to concentrate on pushillg their strellgths.
Andrea maintained that students with a learning disability often s110wed weaknesses in
the classic areas in which most teachers were so strong, tIle verbal-linguistic and logical-
lllathelllatical. However, slle perceived them to be "all very intelligellt little kids. TIley
often llave a vast geIleral ktl0wledge. Frequently, they are velY verbal, yet tl1ey 11ave
difficulty [reading and writing]." Moreover, for a lot of learning disabled studellts with
whom Andrea 11ad COllle in contact, the visual-spatial intelligence was ofteIl a strengtl1 for
theln. As well, slle found lnany of tileIII to have strong interpersonal skills. Andrea
explained, "TIley are the group leaders and it is not a risk for tllem. "
Bev
In many ways, Bev's perspective of exceptional students was sinlilar to Al1drea's.
Particularly, when writing up Individual Education Plans, in her role as a Special
Education Resource Teacher, she did need to keep a student's weaktless in l1lilld. She
clainled tl1at it was usually obvious that a large portion of exceptional cllildrell had
difficulties with the verbal-linguistic and to a certain extent witll tIle logical-
matllematical. Moreover, Bev asselied that they ordinarily also had difficulty in the area
of tIle intrapersonal llltelligence on accoU11t of their inlpetuousity. She cOlltended tIlat
these areas would probably llever be as well developed as some of the otller intelligences,
since, in cOl11parisoll, they had a long way to grow.
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Although Bev acknowledged t11at exceptiollal students had difficulties ill cel1aill areas,
she didnot~viewthen1 as learning disabled or learning deficit, but as "lean1il1g differel1t."
She maintained that using 1\11 theory, one's focus shifted to definite strengt1ls tIle student
had in other areas. Bev found tl1at 1110St of the exceptional students slle had observed
over tIle years were almost always bodily-kil1estlletic, often visllal-spatial, alld oftell velY
musical. Besides, she often experienced them to be interpersollal, because tl1ey llsually
worked well in cooperative groups. Slle had also often noticed tllat tl1ey l1ad tIle 11aturalist
iIltelligence, since a lot ofthenlliked the outdoors.
Bev believed tl1at sonletimes teachers disabled a cIlild because of the way tlley
progran1ll1ed; freqllently tIle trenlendous potential of exceptional students was not being
tapped into. She felt it was tinle for teachers to revall1p their view of exceptional students
and deliberately look at their potel1tials. KnOWillg tl1at tl1ere were eigl1t different ways to
reac11 these students, and fillding out within your teacIling wIlat you Ilad to cIlallge, what
you were going to offer tl1em, and how you were going to evaluate tIlenl, were key areas,
tIlat if properly attended to, would enable exceptional students to experience lllore success
in lealning.
John
For JoIm, as a regular classroom teacher, using 1\11 theoly had a powerful inlpact on
tIle change whicIl could be observed in the typical exceptiollal studellt. He felt tl1at tIle
obvious result of only presenting exceptional students with all kinds of verbal-linguistic
activities was that you would "lose them." Consequently, tIley would elld up being
stereotyped as bellavioural problems, etc. In cOlltrast, since 1\11 nlade lealning fun and
relevant, it cIlanged tIle atmospllere in the classroom.
So "exceptional" becomes blun4 ed in that context. That is wllat I fil1d so appealing
about it, because all of a sudden we are all equals in the way we approacll tIlingS.
Because we are doing tl1ings differently, ... [all studellts will filld tlley have strengtl1s ill
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some areas and not in otllers].
Thus, heno~lohger viewed exceptional students as learning disabled, but as "learning
differently. "
The idea that exceptiollalities becanle blulTed, whell incorporating :MJ illtO your
teaching, was also strongly sensed during tIle obsetvation visit, as well as during a
lllember clleck visit whell I casually observed studellts at recess time preparing for a
presentation. All students were actively alld enthusiastically engaged in the leamillg
process. JOInl pOlllted out Olle studellt in paliicular WilO in the past was blOWll to tllrow
desks around and swear at teachers. This cllild now participated ill tIle activities in a civil
Illanner. JOml reCOll1lted that he had never had that trollble with Ilinl. He felt it \vas
because ill his class, the focus was on this cilild's strengtlls whicll made hinl feel like a
valued, contributillg menlber of tIle class.
RQbiu.
Robin lleld a view sinlilar to Jolm's, regarding tIle blu114 ing of exceptionalities when
using the MI approach. According to her, "exceptional students are created by
educational systems that assume that intelligence is a single entity and that inteiligellce
call be measured by a single paper and pencil instruinent." Instead of viewing an
exceptionality as a disability, delay, or deficit, Robill viewed it as "a uniqueness to tllat
paliicular child's way of lealning." As a result of using :MJ extensively, sile felt that all
students became exceptional, in the sense of having a taiellt and l1avillg sonlethulg to
offer to the c0111lnunity of lealners. This differs froin tIle traditional cOlillotation of
exceptiollal whicll has been used to identify students who have sometiling which is
Inissing, wrong, or an incredible, phenonlellal gift. She nlaintained, "There is always
sOlnething going on that is pretty wonderful. "
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Summary
Within tlietoritext of the Mliltiple Intelligences 6fassroom, each teacher appeared to
view exceptional students in a unique way, however, similarities were also apparent.
Both Andrea and Bev acknowledged weaknesses ill the areas of the verbal-linguistic alld
logical-mathematical intelligences, whereas for JOI111 and Robin, it seenled tIlat
"exceptionalities" became a translucent phenomenon witllin the context of tIle Multiple
Intelligences classrooill. Overall, each teacher tended to see these cllildren as "wllole
persons," 11avil1g defil1ite areas of strength. Finally, lllstead of regarding exceptiol1al
students as lealning disabled, they generally viewed thelll as "lea11lillg differellt."
Enhancing Exceptional Students' Self-Esteem
Itl the following section, participallt teacllers discuss tIle ill1plications of Multiple
Intelligences Theory for exceptional students' self-esteenl.
Alldrea
Witll Clelnes & Bean (1990), Andrea believed tllat "self-esteeln is the basis for
positive growth in human relations, learning, creativity, and personal responsibility"
(p. 3). Furthelmore, she asselied that "without a positive self-esteem, tIle likelihood for
an LD cllild to lealn isn't that great." In fact; the danger could be that he regressed.
Therefore, Andrea postulated,
TIle first thing you should do with an LD child is build their self-esteem. That's not
always gOillg to build that skill that you are trying to build right now. What you are
trying to do is go back and see wllat tlley can do, lnake thelll feel good about. .. [tllat]
and then...work on their weakness.
Andrea believed tilat fmding out tileir MI strength helped all students, and particularly
studellts with lealnillg disabilities, to becoille better lealners. Slle cOlltended, "Fitlding
tlleir strengths, ...focusing 011 their abilities, and believing that they can be a success are all
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necessary ill order to build their cOllfidence alld help thenl feel capable. " Using this
approacn, 'tl1ey ihvariably would be more willing to work ontheir we~ker area~.
Bev
Bev believed tIlat USillg MI tIleory was beneficial for exceptional students' self-esteelll,
since they learned to know the areas in which they were good, ill addition to the areas
wIlere they needed to grow. Moreover, as a teacher and class, you valued all the
intelligellces, not just the verbal-lillguistic and the logical-matl1elllatical. Consequently,
exceptional students' strengths were recognized and appreciated as well. How they were
strong started to be tIle way tIley thought about thelllselves. According to Bev, tIlis led to
a 111ucll llealtllier self-esteenl and attitude towards lea11lillg.
In a little anecdote, Bev illustrated I10W Multiple Intelligences affected students' self-
esteem, enabling students to look at thelnselves and others ill a new way.
I have just given illstructions to the class tilat tIley need to forlll groups of six to l1lake
up a tealn tilat will investigate ecosystems together....At the end of the unit, they will
work 011 a project that will demonstrate their knowledge and skills. Tlleir team l11USt
have representation from each.. .intelligence, so tIlat togetIler the team is represellted
by all tIle llltelligellces. The studellts have already developed a profile for themselves,
alld so students stali tIle process of using their profiles to build teal11S. Itl tIle distance,
you can overhear someone say that they are lnostly Visual Spatial and are really good
at maps alld sketcIling, but they are not very Verbal Linguistic alld so are not tIlat good
at \vriting. The otiler person replies tilat they like to write and hope that tIley can use
tIleir Musical Intelligence [as well] ill SOlne way. Every student is cOllfidellt tIlat they
have sOlnething unique to contribute to the group.
Obviously, tilis al1ecdote reveals the positive impact MI Ilas on tIle ways students view
thelllseives alld others.
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John
JohnoelteVedthat Multiple Intelligences theory was beneficial for- students; self-
esteem, since it highlighted strengths that normally would not be as readily discovered
because of the verbal-linguistic approach. John asserted:
Agaitl, it COlnes down to why Multiple Intelligences to me is so impoliant. It's because
you are going to have kids that don't feel good about tllemselves. And you have to
provide a program and strategies that are going to make them feel successful. It's
gOillg to be easier when you have the kind ofhelp that would make it lllore successful,
[such as MI tileory] ....And I am telling you for a fact that if you throw all kinds of
verbal-linguistic things at kids all day long...which good teachers won't do
allyway, you are going to lose a lot of kids.
Robill
Robin felt that using Multiple Intelligences theoly explicitly provided an opportullity
for ller to openly acknowledge an exceptional student's strength, WllO, for exanlple, was
struggling in reading. It allowed her to point out that this student was exceptional, ill tIle
sense ofhaving a talent, instead of having sometlling wrong or missing. Viewed like this,
the student as well as his classmates began to realize tilat he was illdeed exceptional in tIle
positive sense, and that he was able to share his talent with other people. As a result, lle
gained confidence and became a risk taker. Accordillg to Robin, tllis was step number 1
in 11elping an exceptional student learn. By exploititlg his strengtll and building up Ilis
confidence, Ile could eventually learn to use his strellgtlls to help Ililll make a change in
Ilis leal1ling.
Summary
Teachers found tilat exceptional students often had a low self-esteem. In order for the
studellt to 11lake any type ofprogress in lealning, this was all issue that first needed to be
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dealt with. Using the MI approacIl, tIle focus was 011 the student's abilities. By making
him aware ofl1isstrengths, valuing these, and providing-opportunitie~ to leam-through
these strengths, he gained confidellce. Consequently, he was lllore willillg to take risks
and work on his weaker areas.
Planning an Inclusive Approach
Current trends ill edllcation are nloving towards inclusive classrooms. Itl Ontario,
witIl tIle illlplementation of the Education Amelldment Act, popularly knO\Vl1 as "Bill 82,"
exceptional children receive nl0re instruction within tIle reglI1ar classroolll settillg
(Weber, 1993). Given the challenge of improving instruction in order to reacil all
studel1ts, Multiple Intelligence theoly becomes a llleans to achieve illClusioll, since it
provides a framework with eight different Opti011S tIlat facilitates tIle plallllillg of all
inclusive approacil. Three of the participant teacilers discussed how alld \vhy tIley used
Multiple Intelligences theoly in planning an illclusive approach.
John asserted tilat
if you buy into Multiple Intelligences theory, which I feel you have to itl order to
have some credibility for what you are doing, then you are always plalllling and
assessing what you are doing...within the context of wIletIler it will be receptive for
all students.. .ill ternlS ofhow they are lealning.
He felt that if you cOllsciously planned to use other intelligences besides the verbal-
linguistic, whell laying out your units or weekly plans, tIle cllances that you would be
more successful in reaching all students were greatly increased.
When plal1l1ing units, you first came up witIl the big question or expectations and the
lessons you intended to get into. Subsequently, you considered the pedagogical approacIl:
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How could you use MI tileory in the best and most successful ways to illlplement tIle
- - - --
lessons,Keepmg-it manageable? Finally, how were you going to assess tIle leanling?
John explained that there were various ways you could go about plannillg for
implementation, using MI theory. One way would be to identify tIle intelligences that you
wanted to focus on (e.g., the lllusical-rhythmic and bodily-kinestiletic) and plall to
"awaken" tllese early on within the lesson. As the lesson progressed you "all1plified" or
worked on developing these illtelligences furtller, "so that tIle lessoll call be assill1ilated
successfully. TIle objective of the lesson can then be 'transfen"ed' alld applied in a
different context III a meaningful fashion."
When I observed John's class, the bodily-kinesthetic and lllusical-rilytiunic
intelligences were the two he empllasized in a lesson desigtled to help studellts rell1elnber
the six steps of the scientific method and their function. To awaken tIle bodily-
kinesthetic intelligellce, John stood on a chair in front of the classroolll and played Silll011
Says for a few minutes in a very dynalnic alld entllllsiastic way. Subsequently, he told the
class that they were going to awaken tlleir bodily-killestl1etic alld Inusical-rllythll1ic
intelligences. After retrieving his guitar, 11e began to sing a song. Students spontaneously
joined in and used the body movements tl1at went with the song. Altl10ugh five otiler
intelligences were incillded in the lesson as well, tl1ese two were "anlplified" or
emphasized as the lessoll dranlatically unfolded.
JaIm also explailled another way he was using MI in planning. When considering
specific lessons for the following week, he would look at tIle lessons he was doing and
nlake up a cross-classification chart of tIle differellt ways of presentillg a paliicular
concept to be taugIlt, something which David Lazear (1991a) suggested. During our
discussion, John showed me an example of how he planned to teach students the different
lalld aIld water forms, such as the lowlands, plains,·bay, etc. He had made up a cross-
classification cilali as follows:
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Land/Water forms
--veroal~'- - , Bodily-
Linguistic Kinesthetic
Pass\vord Fonning
Shapes
Visual-: Intra-
Spatial I persona_l _
Quick :Visualization
Sketch
Inter-
personal
Charades
Logical- Musical-
Mathernatical Rhythrni~__,
Bingo Songs'
Stlldents had already coloured and cut out pictures of various land and \vater forms
and glued tllese along with the matching nanles 011 a piece of constrllction paper (e.g.,
they had placed a picture of a bay llndel11eatll tIle \vo: d bay). John planned to use a
nllmber of the strategies on Ilis cross-classification sheet to reinforce these concepts. The
following are brief descriptions of the different activitIes:
1. Verbal-linguistic activity: Partners would play "Pass\vord." Stlldent A
would give stlldel1t Bone-word cilies abollt a land or \vater forl11. Stlldent B wOlI1d
have to try to glless which one Stlldel1t A had in milld.
2. Bodily-kinesthetic activity: In gym, John wOlI1d have grollps fornl tIle shape of
different land and water forms with tlleir bodies.
3. Visual-spatial activity: John wOlI1d callout a lal1d or \vater forl11, (e.g., bay), and the
students would have to nlake a quick sketcIl.
4. Intrapersonal activity: John would say a term and the students WOliid have to
visualize it in their minds.
5. Interpersonal activitY: Students would play charades.
6. Logical-mathelnatical activity: Students would make up their o\vn Billg0 card. First
they needed to draw boxes on their page and write each different concept in one of the
squares, in any order they wished. Then they could play Bingo as a class.
7. Musical-rhythmic activity: The class \volI1d sing songs that were associated with
mountains, plains, rivers, etc. (e.g., Country Roads, This Land is Your Land).
Thus, when planning the lesson, John had several options on the cross-classification sheet
to choose from. He felt that if you did this at least once every week, yOll got better at
plalming and using different approaches to various lessons.
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Moreover, when planning, John asserted that yo:~_ could also _cons~der the ~eeds of an
individual student, by enslIring that you were using an intelligence that was applicable to
a particular person, in order to maximize their learning.
As far as planning for assessment was concerned, John explained that besides the
regular pencil and paper assessments, the teacher encouraged stlIdents to come IIp with
"celebrations" or fillal products. Students chose different intelligences as a way of
conveying what they had learned, for example, regarding the key question of the unit. In
addition, John felt that it was also important to plan to have students reflect on what they
had done, whether they had enjoyed using particlIlar intelligences, alld whetIler tIle
activity had helped tllem learn. He contended that this way, students did not get the
inlpression that the lesson was just "fun and games." Specifically, he fOlInd personal
jOlllnals very helpful in terms of getting students to reflect on what, how, and why they
had learned. John believed that using these helped the teacher as well as the student learn
about their particular strengths. Moreover, he asserted that through journal writing
students learned to understand the risk taking they took. Although they had perhaps tried
sonlething in an area in which they did not feel strong, when reflecting on how they had
done, students often realized it had not been so difficult after all.
John believed that although it might not work all the time, the probability that students
would learn more using an approach that appealed to their intelligence strengths was
greater than when you jlIst stood in front of the classroom and lectured, since the content
had more relevance for them in terms of the way they learned. In addition, it helped you
capture their attention, so that students were focused on what you were trying to teach
them, instead of tuning you out. Moreover, using this inclusive approach in planning
made teaching exciting, because it enabled you to motivate students, so that they felt
excited about what they were learning. As a result, John felt that you could assume and
document that what they needed to learn would be learned more readily and retained over
time.
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Andrea
In the past, when Andrea had planned as a reglI1ar classroom teaciler, she fOllnd it
beneficial to extend MI strategies that promoted exceptional stlldents' learning to the
entire class. She reflected,
[for] "my monthly book reports, instead OfjllSt offering a sheet to fill out on the
cl1aracter sketches, ...I WOllld offer something from tIle 7 MIs....They cOlI1d present
their book report as an oral presentation, ... [as a] dance interpretillg the book, or SOlne
part of the book, [or] they could do a dioranla and build tIle set of tIle book, [etc.].
Everythillg was presented to them and then tlley cOlI1d choose what they felt wOlI1d be
the best [way] for them to complete a book report.
Andrea also based her centres 011 sonle or all of the intelligences. Quite often they
offered three different choices, the verbal-linguistic, visllal-spatial, and bodily kinesthetic.
Andrea asserted that using MI in plalll1ing naturally lent itself to providing stlldents
with various options. As a result, children could choose to work in an area in which they
were comfoliable, which was usually their strength. She felt tIlis was especially
beneficial for the exceptional child, since they could do something they were good at.
TI1US it promoted the involvement of all students. Furthermore, exceptional students did
not feel like they were being zeroed in on, becallse of their exceptionality. Instead, it
made them feel more included. Moreover, doing an activity using an intelligence other
than the verbal-linguistic allowed students to show their understanding of what they were
learning in their own way. As well, Andrea felt that an added bonus was that "you get the
'aha's' from the other kids at the same time," since perhaps they would have never tholIght
of what they were learning from tl1at particular point of view.
According to Andrea, planning to use rubrics allowed for easy evaluation. Although
"it takes time to set up the centres and rubrics, ...once it [is] all in place, it [affords
teachers] time to work with the students who [need] some support."
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Bev
In discllssing Bev's approach to planning, it became clear that her view was based on
the broader concepts of MI theory and that of inclusion. She believed t11at every cl1ild ill
a community scllool belonged in the regular classroom. The only way tl1at we as
educators could nleet the diversity of the children was if we took a mllch wider look at tIle
potential of the stlldellts we were dealing with. By neglecting to tap into the potential of
exceptional stlldents, we lost t11eir contributions, and linlited their oppoliunities. "1 guess,
it's almost like disenfranchising a large portion of your classroom," she stated. Moreover,
Bev contended that information on brain researcll told lIS that as teachers we had to do
sOlnething differently. She felt that using MI theory resllited in a paradigll1 shift, or shift
in tllinking, since it entailed deliberate plamling in order to make a difference for
cilildren.
When planning a unit, Bev first went to the expectatiolls to Inake Sllre that she knew
the particlliar knowledges and skills which needed to be covered. She then brainstomled
activities which incillded all of the intelligences, so that exceptional students could lea111
those knowledges and skills as well. This approach to planning made a significant
difference for exceptional students, because there would be timesdllring each da)r wIlen
they wOlI1d shine, since you planned activities that tapped into the area of their
intelligence strengths as well.
Because Bev \vorked in an inclusive way, she gave stlldents opportllnities in producing
a prodllct in the intelligence area of their strength. Using what a stlldellt knew abollt his
strengths, he could choose from a list of ways to show, for example, the information tl1at
he had researched. Bev felt t11at to expect exceptional students to use a paper and pencil
to show wllat they had learned could limit them. They might have known the answer, bllt
you could not have given thenl credit for knowing it, since you had not given them the
opportunity to show what they had learned in a way that they could express it. Finally,
Bev asselied that \vhen everyone had a choice, the exceptional student, who was, for
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example, bodily-kinesthetic did not stand out by choosing all activity that was natllral for
- - - -..
him. Therefore, choice was a key component of an incilisive program.
Summary
Three of the teachers related how Multiple Intelligences assisted them in planning in
order to incilide all students. A variety of inclusive planning techniqlles were described
in \vhich they llsed MI for llnits, centres, weekly plans, individual lessons, research
projects, and assessments. Given tIle framework of the theory, the teachers asserted that
they could plan for incilision much more deliberately than withollt a knowledge of
Multiple Intelligences. The key seemed to be to tap into the potentials of tIle students,
based on their profiles. Freqllently, this entailed looking beyond the verbal-linguistic
intelligence. When planning for assessment, Multiple Intelligences lent itself to
providing students with various options to show their learning. It was pointed out that the
traditional pencil and paper assessments often limited stlldents with learning disabilities
in expressing what they knew.
Developing Students' Metacognition
Observing the participant teachers in action in their classrooms was an enlightening
experience. What immediately struck me, as I visited three of the classrooms, was that
the teachers used Multiple Intelligences theory explicitly to develop students'
metacognition. Although one of the teachers did not use a metacognitive approach to MI
when I visited her, during the interviews it became clear that she had formerly done so. A
few decades ago, Flavell (1976) coined the term "metacognition" to refer to "one's
knowledge concerning one's own cognitive processes and products of anything related to
them, e.g., the learning-relevant properties of information or data" (p. 232). Specifically,
stlldents' metacognition had been cultivated as it pertained to their knowledge of the
overall fralnework of Multiple Intelligences theory and their awareness of how they fit
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into this framework as learners (e.g., what their strengths were). As well, stlldents were
- - - --_.~
either made aware of, or were stimulated to reflect on, the MI strategies which the teacher
and they themselves engaged in during the lesson. This helped them understand how they
were taking in and processing the information. For example, at the end of a math lesson
which explored the use of Venn Diagrams, Robin asked her Grade 2 students, "What did
we do? Wilat "snlarts" [or intelligences] did we lIse? Can you explain WIlY yOll think \ve
used that stuart?" Building up students' metacognitive awareness, particlI1arly as it
related to Multiple Intelligences theory, appeared to be an ongoing process.
Dllring tIle interviews, as well as in teachers' written reflections, it was apparent that
the participants had introduced Multiple Intelligences theory to their students in various
ways. The following data will serve to ilillstrate how and why the four teacllers
introduced MI theory to their students using a metacognitive approach.
Andrea
Andrea felt it was important for her students to understand: "It's not how smart you
are, but how are you smart?" As part of a school-wide unit, the staff had introduced MI
theory by means of a fashion show. Individual staff members modelled a student engaged
in each of the intelligences (e.g., to present the intrapersonal intelligence, a staff member
dressed as "Raggedy Ann" was completely absorbed in reflective journal writing). These
amusing concrete examples helped students relate to and remember the different
intelligences. In her classroom, Andrea also displayed the different intelligences on a
bulletin board to provide a visual reference. Follow-up class discussions enhanced
students' understanding of the different components of the theory.
From there on, student profile building began in earnest. Teacher check lists and
observations along with student self-analysis, surveys, and questionnaires served to help
the teacher as well as the pupil understand his areas of strength.
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Andrea asserted that
the advantage...[of lllaking Multiple Intelligences e)\plicit to exceptional students is
that they] become a\vare of how they learn. It is important for them to tmderstand tl1at
we ailleam differently and at different paces, and that we are smart in different ways,
and we have strengths and weaknesses in what we will do. To help the exceptional
child, is to find out what their strength is and work with that....It also helps build their
self-esteen1 with them knowing where their strengths are and 110W to use them to their
best abilities.
Moreover, Andrea felt that MI provided a concrete fran1ework for students to reflect
on others' strengths as well, (e.g., through engaging students in a MlI1tiple Intelligences
People Search). She explailled that a result of stlldents' reflections on their own strengths
and those of their peers is that "MI theory...[allows] all children to shine in one or two
areas that aren't necessarily the regular classroonl fare." Taking a metacogIlitive approach
to MI also provided the opportunity to "kind ofpulL.. [bright students] do\Vll to earth" in
order for them to become aware of and value other students' strengths as well.
Andrea also believed that using MI theory explicitly in the classroom 11elped connect
exceptional students to the others, making them feel part of the classroonl family. She
stated, "With the MIs you can see how everyone has a role to play in the classroom." As
teachers provided opportunities for all students to shine and use their strengths, students
realized that one group was good in this area, another group was good at sonlething else.
"But put it all together, and we are all really good." Furthermore, she contended that
when students were able to identify with a group which had a particular intelligence
strength, they felt respected and important to each another. Consequently, Andrea
postulated that they were more likely to take risks and continue to want to be a part of
their lealning environment.
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Bev
Earlfoifin-~tlle'year, Bevdeveloped her students'-inetacognitive awareness by setting
up gallle alld illtelligence centres in her classroom. These were specifically designed for
eacll of tIle different illtelligences. Students went through the various centres and
subsequelltly reflected on the ones they liked and their reasons for doing so. Like in
Andrea's classroolll, cogllitive profile building flowed out of these illtroductory activities.
Bev explaiIled that
[Besides game and intelligence centres], profiles can be built through inventories or
checklists, [and] rubrics. Each teclmique requires reflection on the part of the stlldent
alld observatioll alld record keepillg 011 tIle part of the teacller.
In additioll, she also elicited parents' reflections tlrrougll sending 110nle a little survey to
complete about their cl1ild.
According to Bev,
building an MI profile for each student enables the teacher, cllild, and parent to see
areas of strengths as well as areas for growth. Tile identificatioll of intelligences
enables teachers to teach to and through strengths to 11elp eacl1 child reacl1 their
potelltial, while the student is able to identify their own areas of strength and need
which assist tllem ill knowing thelnselves as a lealner, settillg goals, alld feeling
cOlnpetent.
Bev asserted that in a classroom where you were teaching, using a Inetacognitive
approacll to tIle intelligences, there was a completely different feel froln a classroom
where you were teaching III a traditional way. Slle elaborated,
For lllany students tllis is the first class in which they are able to identify how they are
smart alld to verbalize it to other studellts. The confidence and smiles tell you that
tlley feel good about tllelTISelves and that their peers acktlowledge tl1at they 11ave gifts
alld talents that they can sllare with others.
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John
Jolm~developeda metacognitive approach to Multiple Intellig-ences theory i~ yet a
different way. Inspired by a song called "Macalena" from CarOI)'ll Cllapnlan's book, Ii
the. S110e fits., JOlul planned a whole unit around Macalena, an alien creature who visited
eartll to teach students about the different intelligences. During the first 2 or 3 weeks of
school, this unit was ilnplemellted.
Subsequently, profile building began. Besides using 11is OWll observations and
documentation, Jolulilad the students reflect 011 wllat tlley tIl0Ugilt tileir intelligence
strengths were. He felt it was inlportant to enlpllasize to students tllat there were 110 right
or wrong illtelligellces. As well, using tIle knowledge tlley had gained about themselves
as lealners, JOml felt it was importallt to ellcourage students to work on intelligence areas
that tlley did not feel strong in. He asserted that "if you are weak in one intelligence, or
perceived weak in tilat intelligence, ...because you make an effort in tllat area, you are
better than you were before."
Accordillg to Jolm, USillg a Inetacognitive approacil to MI was "a vehicle for illClllsion
and a catalyst to personal growth."
[It] promotes respect and sensitivity for individual learning styles alld strengths.
Studellts begin to see tllell1selves and others, as possessing commonalities in terll1S of
tileir various Multiple Intelligellces but also as unique illdividuals who call develop
their MI strengths and perilaps more illlportantly, their MI weakness over time. It is
tilis component that is the key to developulg an inclusive atmosphere in the classroom,
one tllat welconles its nlembers as equals on the road to learnillg.
RQbiJl
Robin believed that it was ilnpoliant for her Grade 2 studellts as well as their parellts
to ullderstand Multiple Intelligellces-based lealnil1g. COl1sequelltly, sile fostered
111etaCOgIlitive awareness within her classroonl comnlullity in various ways. Even before
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the scllo01 year began, Robin sent a letter to the parents and their child accompanied by a
current ~nd-Tead-able article -about MI. This gave pai4 ents· amind~set about how she
intended to approach the classroom setting. Furthermore, they were asked to complete a
questionnaire togetller regarding the kinds of activities tIle child liked to engage in, so that
already on the first day of school, cllildren were COIning with informatioll that would help
her ul1derstand 11lore about tIle way in which her students lealned best. TIlis is how Robin
began to build a cognitive profile for each of her students.
Furtherlnore, the students were also asked to bring in a "museum box" which was a
shoe box with four or five things that were important to tllenl, such as books, trophies, or
pictures wllich told about themselves. Every day, two or tlrree students 11ad the
opportunity to share their museum box at which tillle Robin introduced words like
"bodily-kinesthetic intelligence" or "body smart" to discuss the different "smarts" each
child Inight have. Robin explained that this way slle planted seeds in students' minds, in
order for them to begin to reflect on and identify with paliicular intelligence strengtlls.
When all museum boxes had been presented, Robin stimulated the children during a
class discussion to think about how they were similar and different from one another.
She felt it was important to emphasize that they were all special, having been given
varying and different strengths. In her classrooln, Robin encouraged her students to
celebrate those differences and appreciate them. She asserted that cultivating students'
awareness of their own as well as others' strengths laid the foundation for the
development of a "community of lealners" or cooperative group lealning. As a result,
exceptional studellts felt included as pali of tIle class.
Besides celebrating verbal-linguistic ways ofleaming with her students, Robin also
celebrated the fact that there were all kinds of other ways tllat the same thing could be
achieved. COllsequelltly, students becanle more confident learners, "because [using a
llletacognitive approach to] the Multiple Intelligences, [helps] kids know that tllere are all
kinds of ways to leanl, to absorb tllat learning first of all, and then to respond to that
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lealnillg." Robin felt tl1at since cl1ildren knew tllis, tl1ey did not give up as easily, or "tum
off and Shut~down." Moreover,· they knew that they 'were validated, because th~ywere
going to learn in tIleir own way.
After several montIls, it would beconle apparent tl1at the cllild really began to know
what 11is illtelligence strengths were. As well, Robill felt tllat slle could unequivocally say
that the child really had that particular intelligence, based on the studellts' profile Wllicl1
s11e was continuously building up, using student self-evaluations, questionnaires, and
observatiolls. Subsequently, it was tinle for the teacl1er, student, and l1is or 11er parents to
"exploit those strengtl1s." Robin asserted,
Wllatever tIlat strength is, whatever that intelligence is, that we have begun to be able
to identify alld really know and understand for tllat child, get thenl to use it. Get tilem
to know about it. Get tilem to fully appreciate wllat that will allow tllell1 to do...right
ll0W and wilat that will allow thenl to do for all tlleir leamillg....I tllink tl1at's a real key
to the whole tIling....lt only gets better with parents blowing [aIld] witll children
knowing.
Consequently, cl1ildrell witIl strellgths in particular areas becalne tIle "residellt expeli"
(e.g., the "word smart" or "picture smart" resident expert), who would help others when
Ilis or Iler expertise was needed.
Robin also felt tl1at if you used a metacognitive approach to MI, children began to
individualize their own lealning, because they knew how to use tlleir intelligences to
respond to learning. They also knew how to glean the information best. Tllerefore,
Robill believed that it was important to involve students in their own change process by
teaching thenl to periodically set goals. She explailled that students identified an
intelligence area that tlley really wanted to work on and designed tlleir OWll strategies to
reacIl their goal. Because she had fostered a community atmosphere of learners, by
developing students' confidence and respect for tI1eir own strengths as well as each otllers,
Iler 7-year-old students, who had similar goals, spolltaneollsly shared strategies with Olle
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anotller. Thus, as a result of this metacognitive approach to Multiple Intelligences,
cllildren~we"fe-not-'only caught up in their own lealuing,- but in everybody else's--learning as
well.
Summary
Teacllers introduced Multiple ltltelligences tlleory to tlleir students in their own unique
way to fOfln the basis for a metacognitive approacll. Subsequently, students, teachers,
and at tinles parents engaged in various reflective activities in order to build a Multiple
Intelligences profile for each student. The profile displayed the student's areas of strengtll
and areas for growth. Based on tIlis illforlnation tIle teacher could teacll tIlrough tIle
child's strengths. Profiles also helped studellts set goals and feel competent. ill addition,
using :MI explicitly allowed exceptional students to feel nlore included alld connected to
the classroom community. They now were able to see thenlselves and others as
possessing commOll intelligence strengths, and yet as unique individuals whose
contributions were valued within the classroonl conununity. Thus, using a metacognitive
approach to Multiple Intelligences Ilelped children to understand themselves as learners
and realize that there were different ways to lealTI and respond to that lealning.
Promoting Cognitive Engagement
In tIle following section, participant teacllers discuss how alld why Multiple
Intelligences theory offers a way to cognitively engage the exceptional student in his
learning. TIle specific focus will be on the participants' applications, using COllcrete
activities and mnemonic cues.
Andrea
Andrea particularly reconmlended using the bodily-killestlletic alld visual-spatial
illtelligences to cognitively engage all studellts, and especially exceptional students, in
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their lea111illg. Slle felt that integratillg tllese illtelligences illtO a lesson was often
beneficia] iiI-makil1g abstract concepts more concrete. As all example, Andrea described
how she introduced a matil lesson on decimals. She explained that a group of students
stood next to each other to represent various digits in a number (e.g., 2,314.57). They
eacil held up a single digit. One student represel1ted the decil11al which nloved a nUlnber
of places to the left or right, according to whether the nunlber was being divided or
multiplied by 10, 100, or 1000.
Andrea outlined several advantages of using tilis type of strategy. Besides making tIle
concept 1110re concrete, students got right into tIle lesson. As well, it provided an
opportunity for tilell1 to get up al1d move around. She assel1ed tl1at "a lot of students wit11
lealning disabilities 11ave an ADD [or Attention Deficit Disorder] component....They need
to get up. You 11eed to provide tilat till1e for thell1." FU11hermore, Andrea felt that
COllcrete activities l1elped students see the connection; they provided a way for their l11il1d
to Ullderstand abstract concepts. From her experiellce with exceptional students, she
found that they often needed manipulative activities to help them lealn. She believed tilat
evell tll0Ugil they were perhaps beyolld the primary level, they often were not yet
developl11entally ready for the abstract.
Andrea maintained that it was important to find the "hook" that was going to engage
the exceptiol1al student in his or her own learning. For them, the "3 Rs" were 110t likely to
be the hook. Therefore, it \vas beneficial to look beyond tIle verbal-linguistic and logical-
lllathelllatical ways ofteacl1ing and learning. Andrea asserted, "Once you do find that
110ok, you'll find that growth across the curriculum is going to start happening. "
During our interviews, Andrea recommended various visual-spatial, bodily-
kinesthetic, and musical-rllythnlic activities. For the exceptional student WI10 was a
visual-spatial leamer, Andrea suggested a number of visual-spatial strategies. For
exalnple, if a student had difficulty remembering a story sequence, he could draw quick
little pictures ill a comic strip forlll. To help learn spelling words, a student could "take a
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trip" (e.g., to 11is bedroolll) and visualize 11is spelling words ill variolls places (e.g., on his
dresser,--ori l1i-sc-15e-d, etc.). Subsequently, Ile could nlake use of word configurations, by
placing words on a picture (e.g., ofllis bedroonl) and tracing arollIld the sllapes. This
11elped Ililll relllember their sllape and spellulg. Moreover, Andrea found tllat exceptional
students benefited from visual cues in tile classroonl, SUCIl as pictures or cllal1s. Slle felt
that tilese children often lleeded assistance in seeillg a relationsllip before tlley could
learn. Visual cues frequently helped tllenl make tilat relationsllip. FillalIy, Andrea
recon1ll1ended a nUlllber of bodily-kinestiletic and lllusical-rllytiullic strategies. Getting
involved with a word kinesthetically (e.g., by tossing a bean bag back and forth for eacll
letter of a spelling word) was a way to provide a link for tIle kinesthetic learners. For tIle
nlusical-rl1ytl1ll1ic learners, she recollilllended activities like puttillg spelling words to a
rl1ytIlln pattern (e.g., BE CA USE) and lealning tIle tillles tables ill tIle forlll of a song.
All tllese activities served to enhance tIle lllemory as well, since tiley provided Ilelpful
cues for students to recall what they l1ad learned.
Bev
Like Andrea, Bev emphasized the ill1portance ofproviding tIle exceptiollal student
with memory cues. It was her experience that exceptional students often lllissed out on
cues (e.g., they could give you the first syllable in a word, but 11ad trouble with tIle second
and third syllable; or tl1ey only paid attention to the initial letter in a word and not to the
end letter). In order to help them attelld to the different units of sound in a word,
exceptiollal students benefited from concrete cues.
Bev explained that musical-rhythmic, visual-spatial, and bodily-kinesthetic activities
were helpful in providing exceptional students with these cues. For exanlple, using the
musical-rhytlunic intelligence, you could clap out a word or sentence pattern and have the
student clap it back to you. USillg chants and rhYllle also helped tilese students recognize
and remelllber SOUlld units. Althougl1 Bev asserted tl1at she was 110t sold 011 conunercial
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products, she felt that Hooked On Pllonics used music wonderfully to teach phOllics.
FUlillenlio'r"e~ -she-found tilat l1aving students colour-code tIle vowels and COI1SOilailts in a
word, using two different colours of blocks was a good visual-spatial activity for those
who were having difficulty realizing tilat there were vowels in words, in addition to
consonants. This activity concretized both tile cOnSOnaIlts and tile vowels, so tllat the
child was able to attend to the vowels better alld visually see tile different clusters of
blocks. As a bodily-kinesthetic activity, students could stand up for a consonant and sit
down for a vowel. Besides these strategies which helped students become aware of
different SOUlld Ullits, Bev also suggested several bodily-kinestlletic activities for spelling,
SUCll as tracing words in tile sand, jUlllbling up letters and puttUlg thenl back togetller
again, and playing different games with words.
Bev asserted that in additioll to providing exceptional students with cues, tllese
activities allowed tllelll to beCOllle actively ellgaged ill their lea111ing. Witllout tile active
engagement ingrediellt, Bev contended, it just would not happen. She fOlmd that students
\vere likely to be hooked into the lesson when several intelligences were addressed, not
just the verbal-linguistic. Moreover, addressing exceptional students' strengths could help
tlleIll use these to work 011 tlleir weaker areas. She believed that USillg this approacll
provided a way for their brain to take in information in tIle nlost effective way, for them
to lllake sense of tl1at infolmation, and tllen to delll01lstrate that they had tllat infoffilation
and apply it in higher-order thinking skills.
Jolm
Although many students reached a point in their development that they did not need as
many concrete exaillples, like Andrea, Jolm felt that there was also a large portion of
students for WhOlll concrete activities would be the Oilly way they could lealTI, regardless
of their age. These were often the bodily-kinesthetic and visual-spatialleamers. When
teaclling about tentIls, for example, you could use plasticine and llave tllem cut it up in 10
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parts. John assel1ed that a concrete exalllple was tIle vellicle that ellgaged these students
in leamfug.~~If~cCwas "sort of like getting on the bus and saying, 'Welcollle on board.' Tllis
is tIle way to get you on tIle bus." FurtIlernlore, Jolm cOlltended, "Allytllillg you are
teaching, tIleoretically, will be more successful, USiIlg an approacll tllat will nlake...
[students] feel safe and conlfortable."
Robin
Robin suggested various activities to Ilelp students nlake concrete cOIUlectiollS, and
thus promote cognitive engagement in learning. She asselied that if a studellt was bodily-
killesthetic and visual-spatial, for example, you could teach him that he could use those
wonderful strengths to help him learn more about words. According to Robin, tIle
activities you ellgaged this lealner in, were not necessarily anything illcredibly llew. "It's
just allowing... [him] to feel words in...[his] body, ...to 11love around, ...to \vork with letters
in tIle sand or playdough," or to think about wIlat a word sounded like ill Ilis llead and act
it out. FUl1Ilermore, she felt that visual-spatial studellts bellefited fronl using
configurations, drawing the meaning of the word, cutting up words alld putting thelll back
together again, and using thinking organizers, such as T-charts and webs.
Robin also suggested a number of activities which promoted cOgIlitive engagement for
studellts llavillg difficulty with spelling. TIle cllild WI10 Ilad a wonderful strengtIl in matIl
could be helped to learn by letting him choose two different colours of cubes to form a
word. Using one colour to represent vowels and anotIler colour to represent consonants,
Ile could forln the word with the cubes, so that lle had a visual pattern. The child could
then count the number of consonants and number of vowels (e.g., ill the word castle, there
were two vowels and four consonants), and make nunlber sentences with them. For the
child who loved to spell using his body, you could have him "build" the word (e.g.,
castle) witllllis body \vhile sayillg the word and spelling it out loud, as a means of
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"building" the word in his mind. Or the child could draw the letters in tIle air, jump tilelll
out, or dO sojn-ersaults while· saying alld spelling tIle word.
Robin asserted that these activities allowed cilildren to begin to llave tllose wonderful
layers or ways of learning which helped thenl to lnake connectiollS in a way that made
sense to thell1. Sile experienced that students would know tilat word the 11ext till1e they
saw it, because tiley recalled an associated body 1110vement or visual cue. Robin
contellded that lealning through the verbal-linguistic intelligence was often not enougil
for tilelll. Furthermore, Robin nlaintained tilat these types of activities hooked the student
into the lealning and Ilelped them keep tileir focus. AltIl0ugh Robill realized that SOllle of
tilese tilings could be done ill a classrooll1 that was 110t USillg the MI, Robill asserted tilat it
was tIle conlbinatioll of everything happening in the classroolll, such as being confident,
Ilaving a positive self-esteem, being a problenl-solver, and knowing that tiley Ilad a
wonderful strengtil in one or two areas, that allowed the child to prolllote Ilis or Iler
learning more fully. Using this type of Inetacognitive approach, Robin believed tilat the
child's deptil of knowledge and understanding deepened.
Summary
To cognitively engage exceptional students in their learning, participants prinlarily
focused on bodily-kinesthetic, visual-spatial, and musical-rhythmic activities. These
often "hooked" students into the lesson. In particular, the bodily-kinesthetic and visual-
spatial strategies served to make abstract concepts lllore concrete. Abstract verbal-
linguistic activities were often not enough for exceptional students to understand the
concept. In addition, these activities allowed them to be actively engaged in their
lealniIlg and often enhanced the memory by providing mnemonic cues. Involving the
musical-rhytIlffiic intelligence was also helpful in this respect. Engaging students in these
types of activities allowed the child to build up layers of lea111ing, so that their depth of
ktlowledge and understanding deepened.
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Further Reflections
As with'tneCimplernentatlon of any theory, one n~eds to be realisti; concerning the
way one goes about it. When putting theory into practice, the participants agreed that it
could be beneficial to be aware of celiain pitfalls one might encounter as well as various
obstacles that nligIlt need to be overCOllle on one's joulney. The following reflectiollS are
based on participants' learning experiences when implelllenting:MI. Like the signals of a
lightIlouse, they may illulllinate different boulders, with a view to preventillg shipwreck
in the waves of change.
Alldrea
Andrea believed tIlat although tl1ere were many innovative activities which could be
dOlle using Multiple Intelligences, there were tillles in school whell tIle child would llave
to sit down and do something that was verbal-linguistic. Moreover, she felt the "three
Rs," reading, writing, and arithmetic, were still important in teaching. Adding a
component from the Multiple Intelligences spectrum to the verbal-linguistic and logical-
mathematical ways of lea111ing could make it more appealing for students, but could
perhaps not be done all the time.
Moreover, Andrea postulated that students' strengths should not be solely developed.
As a teacller, you could become too focused on one or two strengths for a particular cllild,
not providillg the OppOrtUllity to develop tIle other intelligellces (e.g., if a child had
difficulty reading, you could rely too much on developing other intelligences in learnillg
and not keep hilll open to reading the prlllted word). Instead, teachers needed to
encourage students to work on intelligence areas that were less well developed. Like the
athlete or lllusiciall, sIle felt tllat in order to improve your skills and accomplisIl
something in life, you needed to practice. "Gardner allows us to do that at school with
[the different] intelligences," Andrea contended.
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Furtilernl0re, Andrea maintained that using Multiple 11ltelligellces TlleolY was a lot of
- - ~
work fOf tlleO -classtooll1 teacher. Setting up centres and thillkillg of all killds of different
activities could be a time-consunling job for one perSOll. Tilerefore, sile felt it was
inlpoliant to do team work with other teachers.
Finally, Andrea considered MI to be a trend in teachillg. Itl her scllool tiley had really
zeroed in on it one year. From then 011, new progranls becallle tIle focus. Not tilat tiley
did not endorse the theory any more, it just did not receive as nluch elllpilasis as before.
Bev explained tllat MI was something you built all every year. Teacllers usually lalew
a lot of activities whicil could be used to implenlent MI tlleolY, tiley were often just not
USillg thenl consciously. They could simply identify \vhat they already were doing which
could be used to implement the theory, and subsequently deternline tIle areas tlley had not
included in their teachitlg. She thought that a good hands-on prograll1 usually covered
alnl0st all of the intelligences.
When implenlenting MI, Bev felt that you had to be careful that you did not always
use the cluster of intelligences that you as a teacher were strong in. Tllerefore, you 11ad to
really consciously think about how you were going to incorporate tl10se other
intelligences and be willing to take risks in the areas in wl1ich you yourself were not
strong. This also entailed that you needed to plan your units extrenlely well in order to
address all of the intelligences.
Besides planning for implementatioll, Bev asselied that teachers also needed to
consciously plan for assessment. It was inlportant to be aware that there were many
routes you could take to achieve the same end result. When doing a product, you could
look at tIle different stages using rubrics, checklists, and cOllferences. Sometimes it was
necessary for all students to have the sanle product, other till1es you could provide thenl
with different options. Moreover, when you asked students to show their lealning, it was
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necessary to be aware of whicll products were a reflectioll of paliicular illtelligellces. Bev
felt tilafuSlrig-~poiifolioswas a helpful way for teachers to assess studellts' leall1ing and
growth over time.
Furthermore, Bev explained that in setting up various types of celltres ill the
classrooln, there was a lot ofplanning involved. However, slle cOlltellded tl1at Ollce you
had planned centres a number of tillles, it was sonlething tilat you just did. Sile felt that
using MI was not a "make work project," but rather a creative project in fillding tilings
that really worked for your studellts.
Jolm
Joim asserted that if you found your teaching was getting illtO a pattelll, it was
importallt for you to "recognize tllat, alld see wllat you call do to approacl1 thillgS
differently...alld strike a balance in [your] teaching." He cautiolled tllat USillg MI could be
"messy," since as a teacher you had to be willing to try different areas that you were not
comfortable with.
Ollce you had planned a certaill lesson, John felt that you sllould 110t feel locked llltO it.
As a teacher, you needed to be flexible and spolltaneous. Ifwitllill tIle cOlltext of the
lesson you were teaching, you saw tilat sOlllething was gOillg very well, for example,
verbally! or musical-rllythmically, you might think of ways to extend it 011 tIle spot. Or if
you sa\v something was 110t working as well as you would l1ave liked it, yOll Illig!lt COllle
up with a different way of approachillg the lesson while you were teachillg it. SOlnetlling
significant that you had never planned could conle out of it. Joim stated that because you
were planning your lesson from various perspectives, it provided lllore flexibility as you
moved through the lesson.
In addition, JoIm felt that you needed to be realistic about using MI. He empilasized,
"EvelY lesson can't be the perfect Multiple Intelligences lesson." Celiain demands placed
011 teacilers could prevel1t tllenl froll1 using tIle theoly to the extellt tlley would like to.
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Recelltly, Jolm heard an excellent teacl1er say, "You know, 1don't teach students allY
more, I teacli-"expectations."· Jolm felt that was a sad conmlentary on what was happellillg
in today's schools. He asserted tl1at sOl11etilnes
we are so preoccupied, justifiably or 110t, witl11neasuring expectatiolls, tl1at USillg
MlI1tiple Intelligel1ces in a way tl1at.. .is relevant and fun does not always materialize....
So yOll have to nlake cl10ices....Tl1at's why I pick a couple of cOllcepts every week
and say, 'Okay, wl1at are the different ways tl1at... [I] can introduce tl1is lesson and
hopefully be nlore successful at the end of it?"
FUlil1erll10re, Jolm postulated that although MI
nlaxil11izes lessolls of quality, ... [it] l11inil1lizes lessol1s of expedience The thing
about Multiple Intelligellces is that lessons are slow and you are 110t just l1itting on
the verbal-linguistic kids. What you are doing... [is] slowing the lessoll down...alld
tryil1g to get some real value out of... [it which] takes tinle....Solnetiilles tl1at can be
difficult to do, to slow down in our society.
JOrul felt that it was also important to consider studel1ts' verbal-lil1guistic skills. He
111aintailled tl1at as nluch as possible we needed to use "different vel1icles to try to develop
verbal-linguistic strengths, because tl1at is the ill0tor that gets everytl1ing moving witl1in
tIle SCll00!." Altll0ugh it was not the only way we were assessing students, he contended
it \vas tIle biggest way we were measuring tlleir lealning and was tl1erefore W01111Y of our
attention. Furthel1nore, he asserted that besides the standard tests, using portfolios to
collect a body of evidence over time was a good way to assess students' lealning.
Jolm also enlphasized that it was ilnportant to teach students routilles. TIley needed to
ul1derstand that wl1at they were doing had the potential to break dOW11. Therefore, tlley
llad to know ahead of time that they could "have fun learning, as long as ... [tlley kept] tIle
parameters in mil1d...within the context of tIle lessoll." This perspective was illustrated
during nlY observation visit. Before getting into tIle activities, JOInl put a T-chart on the
board with a llappy face and a sad face. Belo\v each face, l1e listed a l1ul11ber of
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acceptajl~_~nd llnacceptable behaviours. John disG\lSse_d_ with the students what they
would feel like and what the quality of their final product WOllld be when their group did
or did not keep themselves within the parameters. While students worked in groups, and
someone was getting off track, I observed students attending each other to the T-chart on
the board. John felt that a happy class was one in which there was discipline and mutual
respect, along with strategies that were innovative and relevant.
Robin
Robin postulated that whenever an educator was tryillg to \vork with any theory or
research, whether it be with the MI or something else, there \vere always obstacles to be
overcome. Some of them could come from the administration within your school, or
from the school board. They might not want you to use MI theory, because they were not
promotillg it, or they had not in-serviced all their edllcators \vithin a certain population.
However, if you knew that your board supported it, that obstacle was overCOllle.
Furtheml0re, Robin noted some other obstacles you might need to deal with. She
asselied that yOll fillSt seek your own network of support which could be difficult, sillce
educators who used MI were few and scattered. You also needed to be a risk-taker, as
well as have a strong background in child development, brain theory, and have ways of
developing professionally in the MI theory. Unfortunately, she found that there were fevv
workshops and courses related to MI. Moreover, in order to make MI happen the way it
should, you had to consider what you would "let go of."
Robin maintained that if you were going to work with MI, then you were going to
have to assess and evaluate that way. She recommended building up portfolios and
illvolving students in reflecting on their own learning. At the end, when you had a great
deal of information, you could take it to a rubric tilat helped ~you identify and assess each
of the intelligences. Although she found observations, questionnaires, and conferences
more meaningful ways of assessing, as opposed to using a rubric, she believed that if we
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were going to use Multiple Intelligences theory, we had.to give it validity in some way
-- ··~O__ -, - • -.- -
and be accountable.
In addition, Robin mentioned a few other tasks which required consideration. She felt
it was necessary to take time to inform parents about the theory. Moreover, one needed to
observe each child for a nlininlum of 10 hours to fully ascertain his or her intelligence(s)
and begin to program individllally. Profiles had to be updated on a continual basis. "The
whole idea is that it's ongoing. It's not a record that stays stagnant."
Althollgh all children had an MI profile, Robin asserted for those children WllO were
considered exceptional in the traditional sense, you needed to take time to go even
deeper. Invariably, they needed much more in-depth kinds of individualized
progranuning which required more detailed planning, observations, anecdotes, and record
keeping. This provided the teacher with the opportunity to gain a fuller understanding
about how the child's strengths and intelligences could help him learn in the very best
way. Robin also felt that you could impleillent an individualized program with so llluch
nlore validity because you had the deep layering of profile building.
Implenlenting MI also brought along other requirenlents which Robin thOUgllt
illlportant to llighlight. She stated that you needed to have access to resources.
Moreover, it was helpftI1 if teachers were creative. Often a high energy level \vas
reqllired by the teacher as well. Altll0Ugll implementillg MI was a lot of work, she
thought it \vas so rewarding and had such an immediate impact. Therefore, Robin could
not imagine llerself not wanting to lIse SUCll a tremendously worthwllile approach to
teaching and learning.
Summary
Teacllers discussed various aspects which they felt beneficial to consider, \Vhell
atteillpting to put Multiple Intelligences tlleory into practice. In SllmmalY, a nunlber of
them will be higlllighted. 1111plementing tIle theory involved a degree of risk for the
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teacher, since in the process, you tried new lesson~_.!V~~c_h\"ere.perp_aps outsi~de.ofyour
"comfort zone." Moreover, it was important to realize that every lesson did not have to
be "the perfect Multiple Intelligences lesson." The theory was something you built on
over time. Frequently, it involved a lot of planning, therefore it was important to
establish support networks. Finally, rather than viewing MI as a "make work project," the
teachers generally viewed it as a creative project that could make a difference in the lives
of their students.
CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION, CONCLJ1SIQNS, AND IMPLICATIONS
Summary
The present chapter summarizes the [mdings of this study and suggests educational
implications and recommendations. Since Chapter 4 consists of a detailed description of
the data, followed by summaries for each subheading, this chapter discusses the general
findings and implications which emerged from this research.
Conclusions
Initially, the study was designed to explore teachers' views and experiences in applying
Multiple 11ltelligences theory to their practice with elementary-aged exceptional students
by means of an interpretive approach. Since three of the participants \-vork as regular
claSSrOOITI teachers, and the fourth previously used Multiple Intelligences as a regular
classrOOlll teacller, at times the teachers also speak about the application of Multiple
Intelligences to students in general. This is very understandable since in "real-life"
application, the context in which they use Multiple Intelligences includes a varied group
of learners of which exceptional students are a subgroup. Therefore, the findings may be
applicable to a more general student population as well. As a result of this study, several
conclusiollS call be drawn regarding the processes which the participant teachers ellgage
in to reacll all of their studellts.
1. Perspectives of Exceptional Students
FrOlll the data, we lllay concillde that in applying Multiple Intelligences theory,
participant teachers tend to shift their vie\v of exceptional students from a disability focus
to an "ability focus." When placed along this continullffi, the teachers display a range of
perspectives. This range lllay well be related to various factors about which one can
speculate. To wllat extellt does the role of a Special Education resource teacher or regular
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classroom teacher influen~e the\vay these learners.areyiewed?- How does one's personal
---·-~o_. _ _
philosophy impact one's perspective of exceptional students? To what extent does one's
knowledge of Multiple Intelligences Theory influence one's view? How does an
understanding of Special Educatioll affect one's perspective? In spite of the fact that there
are shades of difference between the teachers' views, all four educators confirm tIle
importance of shifting one's focus from the "disability" to the student's strengths. In
doing so, they tend to see exceptional children as "whole persons," who are basically
"learning different."
In general, tIle teachers' perspectives echo the literature in which Armstrong (1994)
contellds that MI theory allows us to place "disabilities" within the broader context of the
"wide spectrum of abilities" (p. 134). Therefore, he explains tllat it provides us with the
OPPOrtUllity to view children witll special needs as "whole persons," having strengths in
various intelligences. Armstrong (1994) maintains,
Educators who view disabilities against the background of the seven intelligences see
that disabilities OCCllr in only pali of a student's life; thllS, tlley can begin to focus nlore
attelltioll on tIle strengths of special-needs students as a prerequisite to developing
appropriate renledial strategies. (p. 138)
2. Enllancing Exceptiollal Stlldents' Self-Esteem
The teacilers in this study generally find that exceptiollal studellts tend to have a low
self-esteeill. The participallts try to deal with this issue first in order to help the
exceptiollal student nlake progress at school. The literature supports the importance of
this actioll. Accordillg to Weber (1993), low self-esteem is clearly an acquired trait as
opposed to an inllerellt Olle. He contends that as far as school is concerned, constant
failure to acllieve acadenlically, in an ellvirorunent which rewards and celebrates
academic acilievenlellt, callses a ciliid to have serious self-doubts. What aggravates the
situation is tllat tIle student appears to be caught in a vicious cycle. As a result of low
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achievement, the child fee~s that putting forth effort.j~nQt a worthwhile endeavour,
-- . -~~-._--~- -
causing learning to be minimal. Consequently, academic achievement begins to decrease.
Regrettably, "neither teacher nor parent, nor the student gets to see how good the results
could be" (p. 44). The inevitable effect is that behavioural problems arise, in order to
distract attention from the disability and failure. This in tum interferes with students'
learning as well.
Using Multiple Intelligences theory appears to be beneficial in combatting low self-
esteem. Teachers explain that with this approach, the focus tends to be on students'
unique strengths as opposed to their failures. As well, using the theory explicitly helps to
foster different attitudes within the classroom setting, so tnat all students are recognized,
valued, and respected as members who have something to contribute. Moreover, since
teachers provide opportunities for students to learn through their strengths, they empower
students to experience more success and gain confidence. Consequently, they are usually
more willing to take risks and work on their weaker areas. This explanation seems to
concur with Armstrong's (1994) view of the relevance of Multiple Intelligences for
exceptional students' self-esteem. He states, "With more emphasis placed on the
strengths and abilities of special-needs children, students' self-esteem and internal locus
of control are likely to rise, thus helping to promote success among a broader cOlnmllnity
of learners" (p. 144).
3. Planning an Inclusive Approach
When teachers plan, we may conclude that they consciously use the Multiple
Intelligences framework to assist them in implementing an inclusive approach. Campbell
(1997) explains that the theory provides a "complex mental model" (p. 17) "for enhancing
instruction and a language to describe one's efforts" (p. 19). By incorporating its different
options, in addition to the traditional verbal-linguistic and logical-mathematical ways of
learning, teachers relate that they are able to tap into the potentials of students who have
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difficulty learning when the lesson is solely based on a ling:uisti.c apRroach. 1"l1ey assert
.... ' < .-.- • <-
that constructing curriculum using the Multiple Intelligences nlodel increases the
likelihood that more students will master and understand the content. Based on the
variety of techniques teachers use, there does not appear to be a single preferred way of
implementing Multiple Intelligences to promote inclusion.
The Multiple Intelligences model also seems to broaden the teacher's scope in
planning for assessment in an inclusive way. Teachers describe that at times, they
provide tlleir students with various options to show their learning. Often the traditional
pencil and paper assessments limit students with learning disabilities in expressing what
they know. This is in keeping with the Gardner's theory. He and his colleague Hatch
contend, "Pencil-and-paper tests are hardly adequate to survey the diverse functiollS of the
brain" (1988, p. 39). Therefore, the question can be raised, "Are students with learning
disabilities really "disabled" or has the edllcational system disabled them through their
teaching and assessment methods?"
4. Developing Stlldents' Metacognitioll
Teachers appear to use Multiple Intelligences explicitly to develop students'
metacognition. After being introduced to the theory, students learn to apply its
foundational aspects as they become involved in the process of bllilding their illtelligence
profile. TIle profile provides a means for understandillg studellts' unique strengths and
weaknesses, pronloting goal-setting, and fostering self-esteem. The teachers also use the
theory to raise students' awareness of the different channels that are available to IealTI and
respond to tilat lealning. By discussing and modelling the various ways of approaching
content, tIle likelillood that students beconle more able learners is increased. Gardner
(cited in Checkley, 1997) asserts, "You have to use the profile to understand the ways in
which you seenl to learn easily. And from there, determine how to use those strengths to
help you beconle nlore successftI1 in otller endeavours" (pp. 10, 11). "With this
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knowl~dg~,_ teachers can [~lso] offer and suggest a~tiyiti~sthatwill_,!ddress a~student's
strengths and weaknesses" (Gardner & Hatch, 1988, p. 39).
In the process of developing students' metacognition by means of Multiple
Intelligences, teachers enhance students' understanding and appreciation for one another
as well. This practice supports the literature. In discussing the implications of Multiple
Intelligences for special education, Armstrong (1994) postulates, "As students use MI
theory to lllake sense of their individual differences, their tolerance, understanding, and
appreciation of those with special needs is likely to rise, making their full integration into
the regular classroom more likely" (p. 144).
5. PrOIllQting Cognitive Engagenlent
Fronl tIle data, it is evident that teachers use Multiple Intelligences to promote
exceptiQIlal students' cognitive engagenlent. Research (Strahan, 1988; Summey &
Strahall, 1997) indicates that students with disabilities are often only superficially
engaged in the learning process. It suggests that whether a student is cognitively engaged
in his learning is Qne Qfthe most important factors that contributes to whether learning
QCCllrS Qr nQt. AccQrding to Sumnley & Strahan (1997), Multiple Intelligences theory
prQvides an effective means for improving cognitive engagement.
In reviewing tIle activities the participaIlt teachers engage students in, there tends to be
an empilasis on tIle use Qfthe visual-spatial, bodily-kinesthetic, and musical-rhythmic
illtelligences. Incorporating these appears to facilitate the development of the typically
weak areas Qf exceptional students, SllC}l as language and math. Armstrong (1994)
describes tilis approach as "cognitive bypassing." He contends that "students who are not
succeeding becallse of limitatiQns in specific intelligence areas can often bypass these
obstacles by using an alternative route, so to speak, that exploits their more highly
developed intelligences" (p. 138). In particular, participant teachers describe CQncrete
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activiti~s.~and ~emonic cues to actively engage st~~d~nt~, promote their undeIstanding,
and enhance their memory.
Recently, Summey and Strahan (1997) conducted a study with 11 seventh-graders
regarding their perceptions of an inclusive approach to l~nguage arts instruction. The unit
of instruction which they developed for a novel incorporated Gardner's (1983) theory.
Based on the 11 students' profiles, these researchers also specifically incorporated visual-
spatial, bodily-kinesthetic, and musical-rhythmic ways of knowing into their activities to
help students understand the characters of the story. This metllod appeared to invite
success.
The literature provides additional reinforcement for the teachers' practices regarding
the use of the visual-spatial, bodily-kinesthetic, and musical-rhythmic intelligences. As
far as the visual-spatial is concerned, Weber (1993) points out "learning disabled students
usually benefit from as much graphic and visual support as possible in a lesson. Use of ...
concrete supports... [help] them understand" (p. 49). Regarding the bodily-kinesthetic
leamer, the literature reports that he
needs to Pllt some sort of action to the learning or the learning doesn't stick! Even if
the action is as simple as pacing or moving while reading or memorizing, the more
kinesthetic learner will remember best what he learned while on the move (Tobias,
1994, p. 93).
Finally, in a study designed to improve language skills ofpreschoolers with disabilities,
using Gardner's theory, Merrefield (1997) and her colleague concluded that "instruction in
musical and bodily-kinesthetic activities best facilitated the development of language
skills" (p. 61). Although each child's profile is unique, when we consider teaching an
entire class, could this information hint at a pattern that could be used to ensure the
likelihood that more students are cognitively engaged in their learning?
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6. Further Reflections
a;::: -_ .._.,;;:...__> ..... -:..-~__ : ;
As teachers engage in various actions to reach all of their students, it appears that
implementation of Multiple Intelligences involves a learning process. Gardner (1997)
contends, "It takes time to absorb the full implications of the theory....It also takes time
for educators to work out specific practices" (p. 20). Each of the teachers refers to a
change which the theory brought about in their practice. Although much of what they
already were doing could be used to implement Multiple Intelligences, there seems to be
a general consenSllS for the need to take risks by working on less familiar areas. There is
also often a lot ofplanning involved. Therefore, Multiple Intelligences is something the
teachers implement over time.
In order to successfully put the theory into practice, participants emphasize the
importance of forming various support networks, such as engaging in team planning and
team teaching. With reference to Multiple Intelligences, Bellanca (1998) maintains that
various conditions need to be honoured in order for teachers to make changes in how they
teach. He states that given the proper assistance, for example, by interacting with a peer
support team, who share and plan "classroom-specific applications, ...the targeted changes
have an 80% chance of becoming regular practice. Without the support team, the chances
of successnI1, long-term implementation can fall below 200/0" (Bellallca, 1998, p. 660).
Althollgh implementing the theory involves certain changes, teachers generally tend to
view it as a creative project rather than a "make work project" that enables them to
become better teacllers and make a difference in the lives of their students. Likewise
AIIDstrollg (1994) asserts,
MI theory provides a way for all teachers to reflect upon their best teaching methods
and to understand why these methods work (or why they work well for some students
but not for otllers). It also helps teachers expand their current teaching repertoire to
include a broader range of methods, materials, and techniques for reacl1ing an ever
wider and nl0re diverse range of learners. (p. 50)
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Educatjonal Implications and.RecDmmendations
Several educational implications and recommendations are evident as a result of this
research. Multiple Intelligences theory appears to provide a cognitive framework which
facilitates one's understanding of the teaching-learning process. As the theory enlightens
teachers' comprehension of the human mind, their views and practices with exceptional
students tend to take on a more positive and purposeful focus. I believe that a balanced
view of a child's strengths and weaknesses is necessary. Ifwe neglect the learning
difficllity altogether, there is little hope for improvement in that area. In order to
understand "learning different" students better, I recommend that educators in general
broaden their knowledge in the field of special education. As well, deepening one's
insights into cognitive theories, such as Multiple Intelligences, may prove to be extremely
beneficial. Equipped with this understanding, educators will be able to use the student's
strengths much more deliberately in their attempts to unlock emotional and academic
abilities within the exceptionalleamer.
Since Multiple Intelligences has the potential to promote cognitive engagement, I feel
it is impoliant to use this approach to instruction as early as possible. In all likelihood,
the longer the student is superficially engaged in his lealning, tIle greater his lag will
become in comparison to his peers. Educators need to thoughtfully and creatively use the
theory to counteract this phenomenon. In this respect we need to realize that although
exciting, hands-on, active-learning experiences are important illgredients in learning, they
do not ensure that understanding takes place (Ben-Hur, 1998). According to Ben-Hur,
they may provide a meaningful emotional experience, but not necessarily a meaningful
cognitive one; he contends that both are needed. In order for teachers to be more
successful in ensuring a meaningful cognitive experience, Ben-Huf recommends that the
"whys" and "what fors" of learning be discussed. Therefore, I feel that using MI to
promote emotional and cognitive engagement, along with the use of a strong
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metacoEJ1.itive approach, w.ililikely deepen student~'_~n4~rstandingand make~their
learning experiences more meaningful.
Besides more sophisticated forms of instruction, more sophisticated forms of
assessment are needed if educators desire to work in an inclusive way. "Good teaching
demands that the goals and objectives of a program, the methods of teaching, and the
evaluation practices be equal partners in the teaching-learning process" (Cornfield et al.,
1987, p. 28). Close attention must be given to assessing exceptional students'
llnderstanding throughout the teaching-learning process, so that appropriate adjustments
can be made to the form of instruction, in order for the student to achieve the desired
lealning outcomes. In addition, using a variety of forms of assessment may help teachers
discover areas of an exceptional student's knowledge and skills that were previously
hidden.
FrOin this study, the value of implementing Multiple Intelligences theory to expand
oIle's teac11ing repertoires and reach more stlldents is evident. Neveliheless, when
reflectiIlg on its inlplications for practice, it is clear that implementing the theory is a
demanding task which requires good teaching skills. Moreover, it calls for teachers'
commitI1lent to continued professional development in order to have a firm theoretical
base and avoid superficial inlplementation. The theoly also nudges educators outside of
their conlfoli zone to work on areas they are less familiar with. Along with these
denlands and uncertainties comes the plea for support from school administrators and for
edllcational partnerships anl0ngst colleagues. Without a support network, the danger may
be that Multiple Intelligences merely becolues another trend. On the other hand, working
together will enhance teachers' opportunities to implement the best practices and foster
inteiligellce in nlany more students (Gardner, 1997).
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Implications for Furth.~_r_~e~earch_
The findings obtained from this present study have reflected teachers' perspectives of
Multiple Intelligences theory and its implications for their practice with exceptional
students. In view of these fmdings, further research is suggested in several areas. First,
individual elementary school teachers who use Multiple Intelligences could engage in
action research projects over a I-year period in which they document their practices and
their effects on exceptional students' learning. Second, the data from a number oftllese
action research projects could be synthesized into a larger research study to systematically
analyze whether basic principles regarding Multiple Intelligences and its effects on
elementary-aged exceptional students emerge.
Finally, in light of the fact that administrators can make a profound impact on whether
or not a teacher will be able to successfully implement Multiple Intelligences theory, it
may be beneficial to research whether school administrators are prepared to support
teachers in this new venture and, if so, examine the practices that administrators engage
in during the inlplementation process.
My Closing Signature
As my research draws to a close, I would like to reflect back on certain aspects of the
experience that have personal relevance, and also look ahead.
Working with each of the four patiicipants has been valuable for me and will no doubt
leave a lasting inlpression. The teachers' willingness to accommodate nle and take time
out of their busy schedules to share their insights about Multiple Intelligences and
exceptional students appears to indicate the value they place on the theory and their
con1ll1itment to making it known to others. I was impressed with their dedication in
trying to make a difference in the lives of their students. Often I left an interview
invigorated, since in many ways we shared similar convictions about teaching.
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On~of the goals of this. study was to explore oth.~r t~~chers' perspectives and
experiences with Multiple Intelligences and exceptional students in order to "confirm my
theories and new aspects of my practice... [and] gain a fuller understanding of this topic
in order to ftlrther develop and extend my theories." Interacting with the participants was
very encouraging, since it confirmed many of my theories. Granting me the opportunity
to watch them in action provided me with helpful models of how teachers implement
Multiple Intelligences. As they shared their practices and insights, I was able to hlrtller
develop and extend my theories. I wish to thank Andrea, Bev, John, and Robin for the
many ways in which they contributed to my professional development and enriched my
life beyond the scope of this research.
Reading the literature and watching videos by Gardner and his colleagues added
another dimension to my understanding of the topic. Gardner's theory, about the way in
which the mind functions, has left me with a deepened sense of knowledge about ways in
which to reach the exceptional child. In addition, his emphasis on teaching for
understanding will undoubtedly influence my practice. Nevertheless, the further I delve
illto my research topic, the more I realize how nluch there still is to learn.
With the coming school year in mind, I again envision myself as a reflective musician,
who desires to draw the nlusic out of each learner. With anticipation, I look forward to
all the exciting symphonies of intelligence that are awaiting me as I attempt to apply the
theory in "real life. " The famous saying in the world of music is "practice makes perfect."
Therefore, with experimentation, practice, and further exploration of Multiple
Intelligences, I will seek to provide opportunities for nlY students to successfully use tlleir
l11any talents and abilities. In doing so, I hope to make learning a melodious and
worthwhile experience.
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Appendix A
Informed Consent.Form-
Dear Research Project Participant,
In partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Education at Brock University, 5t.
Catharines, ON, I anl presently involved in doing research related to the topic ofExploring Teachers' Use
oflvfuItiple Intelligences 'with Elementary-Aged Exceptional Students.
The purpose of this qualitative study is to deepen my understanding of the way in which teachers use
Multiple Intelligences in their programming, classroom planning, and teaching of exceptional students.
This research is also intended to awaken other practitioners' critical and creative reflection on Multiple
Intelligences theory and the \vay in which they teach exceptional students.
The research methodology I will be follo\ving is primarily a qualitative and emerging one; my intent is
to describe and understand (rather than "measure") the data. Since the research design is emergent,
tentative data collection procedures are outlined below. Further plans may evolve during the course of the
research process.
The duration of participation will be from February 1998 - June 1998. It \vill tentatively involve five
meetings which \vill take place at a time and location \vhich is convenient for you. The flISt \vill be an
introductol)' visit and a voluntary classroom observation of approximately 45 - 60 minutes. Subsequently, I
\vould like to meet with you on three separate occasions for a 30-minute intervie\v. Finally, I \vould like to
meet \vith you to go over the results. Exceptional students' products \vhich are representative or exemplary
samples of their \vork and illustrate the result of your use of Multiple Intelligences \vould be welcomed as
well. These \vill be photocopied if possible. All original student work \vill be returned.
In my past experiences, I have found that tape recording the intervie\v sessions has been very helpful in
collecting the infonnation participants have to share. It ensures that the data I collect from you are
authentic and enables me to review our conversation. At this time, I would like to ask your pennission to
tape record the three intervie\v sessjons.
It should be clearly understood that participation in this project is completely voluntary. Participants
have the option to \vithdra\v from the research at any time, \vithout penalty. Confidentiality of the data and
anonymity of the participant are guaranteed by the researcher.
In order to participate in this research project, you are asked to complete the bottom portion of this
lnfornzed Consent Fornl.
Researcher:
Alice Hamstra - (905) 692-4036
Thesis Supervisor:
Dr. Susan Drake - Brock University (905) 688-5550
ext. 3931
1, - give Infonned Consent to my
participation in this research project.
I agree__/do not agree__ to allo\v the researcher to tape record the intervie\vs.
I would like the researcher to use a pseudonym for my name__/my flISt name__ \vithin the text of
the study and discussion of results.
I do__/do not__ \vant to see how the data provided by me are included in the final thesis content.
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Appendix B
Principal Consent-Form .
Dear (Principal's Name),
In partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Education at
Brock University, 81. Catharines, ON, I am presently involved in doing research related to
the topic of Exploring Teachers' Use ofMultiple Intelligences }vith Elementary-Aged
Exceptional Students.
On February 17, 1998, I received permission from the (School Board Name) to initiate
research in four of the (School District Name), including your school. One of your
teachers, (teacher's name), is involved in my research project and has received and signed
an infonned consent form. Although my work is primarily with the teachers, in the
process of observing the teacher, I will generally be observing the students as well.
The Standing Subcommittee on Research with Human Participants at Brock University
has requested that I obtain a letter ofpermission on behalf of the students and their
parents to observe the students who are in the scene during the teacher observation visit.
As \vell, I may be looking at some "student products" during my contact with the teacher
for which I would also like to receive permission. Should any specific student work be
used as part of my research project, individual parental consent will be obtained using the
attached letter which has been approved by your school board.
I would greatly appreciate it if you would fill out the consent form belo\v and return it
to me in the enclosed postage-paid envelope. Thanking you in advance,
Sincerely,
Alice Hamstra
Graduate Student
Faculty of Education
Brock University
On behalf of the students andthe~parents,I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_
give the researcher, Alice Hamstra, permission to observe the students during her
observation visit to the teacher, as well as to examine student products dllring her contact
with the teacher. I understand that the researcher will obtain individual consent from the
parents should any student products be referred to within the final research project.
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Appendix C
Parental Conseri-t Form"
Dear Parents:
I am a graduate student at Brock University, St. Catharines, and I am conducting a
study that looks at teachers' practices with exceptional students. Specifically, I hope that
this project will lead to a better understanding of how teachers use the Multiple
Intelligences approach with exceptional students and how this approach helps exceptional
students to learn. One of the participants in this study is your child's teacher,
Mr./Mrs./Ms. . In our discussion, he/she identified a sample of
your child's work as an illustration of his/her classroom practice. This sample item may
serve as an example in my [mdings. At this time, I would like to ask your peffilission to
use it in my study. As a researcher, I will assure your child's anonymity by not using
his/her real name.
This study has been officially approved by your child's school Principal and the
(School Board's Name) Research Advisory Committee and is being conducted under
direct supervision of my thesis supervisor, Dr. Susan Drake, at Brock University.
Please complete the form at the bottom of this letter and return it to your child's
teacher by .
I sincerely appreciate your co-operation. If you would like to receive more
infoffilation about the study, please contact me or my thesis supervisor through the school
Principal.
Thank you,
Alice Hanlstra,
Graduate Student,
Faculty of Education,
Brock University
Child's Name
----------------------
PLEASE CHECK HERE
I give permission to include a sample item of my child's work in the Brock
University study conducted by Alice Hamstra.
I do NOT give permission to include a sample item of my child's work in the
Brock University study conducted by Alice Hamstra.
Signatllre of parent/guardian _
PLEASE RETURN TO YOUR CHILD'S CLASS TEACHER By .
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Appendix D
. Researcher Observation- Protbcor
This protocol is intended to describe how the researcher will observe the individual
teacher participa!1t in his/her classroom. The researcher will watch the teacher in a
relatively passive and unobtrusive way for approximately 45 - 60 minutes. The goal is to
obtain a general impression of the context in which the participant teaches. Specifically, I
will observe the following:
1. The Setting
a. What is the physical environment like?
b. How are students seated?
2. The Participants
a. Who is in the scene?
b. What are their roles?
c. How many students are in the class?
d. How many exceptional students are in the class?
e. What types of exceptional students are in the class?
3. Activities and Interactions
a. What is going on?
b. Is there a defmable sequence of activities?
c. How do the people interact with the activity and \vith one another?
tfuie.. Adapted from Case Study Research in Education: A Qualitative Approach (p. 90),
by S. B. Merriam, 1988, San Francisco, California: Jossey-Bass Publishers.
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Appendix E
Preliminary Que"stio-n-s
These questions are intended to help you prepare for the interview with me. I would
appreciate it if you \vould give the following some thought.
Multiple Intelligences as Theory
1. You are familiar with Multiple Intelligences (MI) theory, when did you first come
in contact with Gardner's NIl theory?
2. How have you used Multiple Intelligences in your classroom planning, teaching, and
programming for exceptional students?
3. Do you try to determine which intelligences a student is strong in? If so, what are
some of the \vays you try to do this?
4. What resources, if any, do you frnd helpful in implementing Gardner's NIl theory?
Multiple Intelligences and Exceptional Students
5 a. Have you used it specifically in programming for exceptional students? If so, what
is your experience in taking this approach to programming for exceptional
students?
b. Do you feel it is or would be beneficial to use this approach when programn1ing
for exceptional students? If so, w11at benefits do you see?
Multiple Intelligences and You as a Leamer/Teacher
6. a. As a learner yourself, what do you feel are the four main intelligellces you lean
toward?
b. Does the a\vareness of your 0\Vll strengths/intelligences influellce the approach you
choose?
c. If so, ho\v does this awareness influence your teaching, classroon1 planning, and
progran1ll1ing for exceptional students?
Multiple Intelligences and Your Teaching Perspective
7. a. What is your perspective on Gardner's MI theory?
b. What dra\vbacks, if any, do you see in using Gardner's NIl tlleory in
progranm1ing, classroom planning, and teaching exceptional students?
General Conclusion
8. Do you have any additional comments regarding the application of Gardner's NIl
theory to programming, classroom planning, and teaching exceptional students?
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Appendix F
-Letter to Confirm Res'eare"h- Results
Date:
--------
Dear
--------
I would like to thank you very much for your participation in my research. Observing
you teach proved to be enlightening and enjoyable for me. Moreover, your insights and
experiences with Multiple Intelligences, which you shared in the interviews and in your
written reflections, were much appreciated. They helped to provide nle with valuable
information with respect to my research topic. I hope that being a part of this research
has been meaningful for you as well.
Enclosed you will fmd a copy of the research results. Please read them carefully to
ascertain that the information presented is credible. If you feel there is anything which
needs to be changed, do not hesitate to contact me by telephone at (905) 692-4036.
I really appreciate your time and effort. It has been a pleasure working \vith you.
Sincerely,
Alice C. Hamstra
M.Ed. Graduate Student
